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Eastern softball pitcher
Jonelle Csora was named
female athlete of the year
while her Lady Colonels
went on to win the OVC
regular season softball title.
See both stories.
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Glasser asks state
to take up crosswalk
BTJB—rpBootm

President Nick
Bertram.
Bertram said
President Joanne Glasser has
his opinion was
requested that the state transthat the best
portation department remove the
spot for such a
Lancaster Avenue crosswalk at
lot would be at
no expense to the university,
the baseball
telling the Board of Regents
fields at IrvineFriday that a Madison County
McDowell City
grand jury report released in
Park, across
November was "extremely criti- Joanne Glasser from
the
cal" of the traffic problems the
Burrier and
crosswalk caused.
Campbell buildGlasser wants the crosswalk ings on Crabbe Street
totally removed, including safety
Bertram said that commuters
lights and poles installed in — including a lot of students
hopes of making the crosswalk who have class in Burrier and
safer. She wrote in an e-mail to Campbell — would be better
The Progress that the changes served by a lot there.
should begin after graduation
In addition, Bertram said resiand will be complete by the fall dents would benefit from a resisemester.
dential-only Lancaster Lot
To decrease traffic flow into
"That's pretty much frontthe Lancaster Parking Lot, the door parking for them," he said.
lot will become a residential
Selling the baseball fields is
parking zone. It is a general zone one option city commissioner
now.
and mayoral candidate Bill
Residents who park in Strong would be willing to work
Lancaster should walk to the on, he said Wednesday morning.
Crabbe Street intersection,
Strong said that any considerGlasser said.
ation of Eastern buying the propGlasser says commuters, who erty from Richmond would have
will no longer be able to park in to involve all parties and much
Lancaster, can look for spots in discussion.
"under-utilized" lots that will be
Glasser said that inset lights
served by expanded shuttle bus at the crosswalk, installed by tile
services.
state and estimated to cost
In addition, Glasser said she $7,000, were not used enough to
is committed to expanding park- judge effectiveness.
ing opportunities for students,
"I am convinced removing the
but that specific options have not crosswalk makes for an overall
been decided upon.
improvement in campus safety
The best of those options may because of what it will do for
be building a parking lot for access by emergency vehicles,"
commuters, according to outgo- she said.
ing Student Government
Glasser said that the decision
Editor

Kevin Martin/Progress

Ready for
Summer...
As the 2001-2002 year winds to a close, students are both gearing up for finals and winding
down for some old-fashioned summer fun, taking
advantage of the warmer weather and sunshine
May brings.
Above, Justin Patton, a 20-year-old senior
English major from Mt Washington, practices
his sabre-throwing skills Wednesday morning.
Patton teaches Winterguard at Eastern.
At right, Carl Overly, far left, a sophomore
from Maysville, Heather Adkins, a sophomore
from Pikeville and Amanda Smith, a senior from
Stanford, study in the Ravine last week.
Andi Lindanrnaysf/Progrsss

Board
reviews
capital
plans

Electric system fix
to cost $12 million

A building for
Architects presented the Board of Regents last Friday with
a preliminary design for the new CoHege of Business and
Technology Building. The business and theater components
will be built first and are projected to cost about $401
Phase I construction will begin In Jury.

improvements would come partially from the state: $9,000 in
emergency funds after a state
engineer confirms that the electriIn response to six electrical cal situation Eastern faces is an
outages tiiis year — the most seri- emergency situation. Another
ous of which forced parts of cam- $400,000 would come from balpus to go without electricity for ances in housing accounts.
three days — the Board of
The remaining $500,000 was
Regents voted Friday to allocate reallocated by the Board on
initial funding to go toward fixing Friday from money previously set
Eastern's electricial system.
aside in a property acquisition
President Joanne Glasser told account
the board that Eastern shouldn't
Proposed funding for the rest
consider adding any more proper- of the project will be through a
ty until it can properly manage $10.5 million agency bond.
what land it holds already.
Director of Faculties Services
"We've got a major facilities James Street said that investigaproblem," she said.
tions on the electrical system
An entire rehaul of the system began years ago, but became
is estimated at $12 million; the more serious after a problem withmost urgent work on the system a cable that was thought to be
would cost $1.8 million.
"new" was discovered to be 21
The $1.8 million would be years old.
enough money to replace conducOther cables on campus —
tors, some of which are more than especially those on the northern
10 years old, clear the system of end — can be up to 40 years old.
unneeded conductors, feed man- Street said.
holes 120 volts for pumps and
Street said that some problems
lighting, replace damaged duct had been caused by the way
banks and install new switchgear repairs were done: some cables
in manholes.
had been spliced around instead
Funding for this first phase of of being totally replaced.
BY JENMFEH
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Editor

BY SARAH HEANEV

Managing editor

Although the state budget will
most likely recommend no capital project monies for Eastern
Kentucky University, the familiar
sights and sounds of construction will not leave campus anytime soon. Several new buildings,
renovations and repairs were discussed at Friday's Board of
Regents meeting.
Business and

Technology Building

The architectural firm of
Sherman, Carter and Barnhart of
Lexington presented the board
with preliminary blueprints of the
business and technology building. The fan-shaped structure has
two main wings: a business and
technology wing, and a theater,
exhibition and conference area
wing. The technology component
will be added at a later date.
The building will be located in
the area between Keene Hall and
the Carter Building.
The theater will seat 1,500,
with 400 seats in the balcony and
1,100 on the ground level.
Parking is provided in two
separate lots found on either side
of the building. A total of 1,000
spots will be available.
The business and theater
wings are estimated to cost about
$39.1 million. Regent Gary
Abney reminded the board that
the state gave Eastern $14 million in the 2000 session to begin
Phase I construction on the project
In an April 8 interview, Jim
Clark, vice president of government relations, said although he
is still hopeful, he doubts the
state will approve any further
money in the coming biennium
for the Business and Technology
Building.
Phase I work, including the
demolition of Vickers Village and
land preparation, is projected to
start in July according to an
architect from Sherman, Carter

to take up the crosswalk
"shared" between the state, local
and student officials — her contacts included State Senator Ed
Worley (D-34th District),
Representative Harry Moberly
(D-81st District), County JudgeExecutive Kent Clark and
Richmond Mayor Ann Durham.
Despite Glasser's efforts to
include state officials, Frank
Duncan, chief district engineer
for District Seven (which
includes Richmond) of the State
Department of Highways, had
not been notified of the request
Tuesday morning.
Duncan first came to campus
in January 2001 after a string of
accidents at the crosswalk. He
said that former President
Robert Kustra's solution to
install inset lights was agreed to
by the state.
He said the additions to the
crosswalk made the entire crosswalk safer.
But Richmond officials are
happy to see the crosswalk go.
Jimmy Cornelison, the
Madison County EMS director,
said getting emergency vehicles
through the crosswalk area had
become even more of a problem.
"It's impossible," he said
Tuesday. "Ill be tickled to death
to see it go."
Richmond City Manager
David Evans agrees.
Evans says he gets calls
repeatedly from people who say
the crosswalk is a "major problem."
"Nobody I've talked to has
been in favor of the crosswalk,*
Evans said. "The crosswalk is
not the solution."

Eastern Bypass
Sourca: Sherman, Carter, Barnhart Architects
Eun-Young You/Progress

Get more online...
and Barnhart.
Wcllness Building
Acting Vice President for
Student Affairs Rita Davis discussed the ongoing plans for the
wellness center with the regents.
Omni architects from Lexington
has been hired to work on the
project, which will be located
behind the Moberly Building.
Davis said architects will have
a preliminary design suitable to
Eastern in three weeks.
The university was given $7
million from the state for a wellness facility. Davis said the building will be constructed with
future phases in mind.
"It's important to know that
Phase I isn't just looking at what
we're going to be doing there,
but how can it be designed so
that we can have a Phase II,"
Davis said.
She said Phase I, currently
being designed, will be a comprehensive recreational facility that
includes space for aerobics, a
wellness and fitness area, a multipurpose basketball court, an
indoor walking track and possi-

bly racquetball courts.
Davis said Phase II could possibly include an aquatic center
and the possibility of moving
Health Services into the facility.
Health Services in located in the
Rowlett Building.
Phase III will be an enhancement of outdoor facilities. Soccer
and additional softball fields will
be considered in this phase.
Clay Hall

The Board of Regents authorized the use of $270,000 in
bonds to repair the damaged
brick facade of Clay Hall. The
bonds will come from the repair
and replacement reserve within
the housing revenue bonds
account
James Street, director of facilities services, said the brick support structures on the sides of
Clay Hall have essentially rusted
away where water has penetrated
the facade, and the bricks are no
longer secure.
Street said the bricks have
two forms of support ledges and
ties. Both the ledges and the ties
that attach the brick mortar back

into the walls have rusted.
"As you look up you can see
dark lines where the rusty water
has run out between the brick,"
Street said. The lack of support
1
causes the entire weight of the
brick to be transferred to the bottom.
He said this is not an uncommon problem. Walters Hall had
two brick sections replaced, one
in 1989 and the other in 1996.
Keene Hall has also had two
brick sections replaced.
Street noted that brick typically has a life of 50 years, according to industry standard. Clay
Hall was constructed in 1966.
Street also said liability issues
with the original construction are
being explored.
The south side of Clay Hall
has been partially replaced, but
the workers had to stop during
this week's Dead Week noise
restrictions. Street said the east
wall will be replaced over the
summer.
"We feel this is a situation that
just doesn't need to go unaddressed," Street said. "We want
See BUILDING, A10

T

More Board of Regents coverage, including a
story on new class fees passed by the board
Friday that affect four of five colleges, can be
found by visiting The Progress Web site.
Go to www.easternprogress.com.
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Fall and summer schedules
revamped, changes cost
BygAMHtteANEY
Managing odifor

The new schedule books for
summer and fall terms caught
some by surprise with their brand
new covers and different layout.
But the changes didn't come without a price.
Don Rist, associate director for
advancement publications, said
the 2001 and 2002 summer
school schedule books differed in
total price by about $6,500. In
both years 20,000 books were
printed.
Rist said the 2001 fall schedule
books cost $9,404 and 29,000
books were printed. The current
fall schedule books cost
$14,972.50 and 22.000 books were
produced.
The difference in prices were
related to the size of the books.
The 2002 summer book has 32
more pages than its predecessor.
The fall book has 56 more pages
than the 2001 version.
The price per summer schedule book increased 132 percent,
while the fall books increased 113
percent per book.
Michael Marsden, provost and
vice president for academic affairs
and research said new software
was purchased to improve the
overall layout of the summer
school books. With a new calendar format, summer school is
being heavily promoted as a
"third term" for students.
Marsden noted that many of
Eastern's competitors have a very
attractive summer school catalogue.
"The difference in summer
school books is coming out of the
summer school budget because
we're hoping for a significant
increase in summer school enrollment," Marsden said.
He said the number of summer
school books produced this year
probably could have been less
than last year's production.
"We didn't catch that in time."
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Marsden said. "I think we could feel the extra cost of the books
have cut that down some for the could be better spent elsewhere,
but in an overall institutional budsummer."
He noted that the extra copies get, the money being spent is not
have been distributed throughout a great amount compared to other
the area and are being used for expenses.
"If you look at our recruitment
promotion of the new summer
school format He noted that for publications for the institution we
die first time, the schedule books have very attractive publications
were placed in individual resi- that we're spending a good deal of
dence hall mailboxes. In addition, money on," Marsden said. "But
he hopes that eventually stands that's part of our investment on
for the books, like newsstands, the future of the institution."
Aaron Thompson, acting assowill make the books available in a
ciate vice president of enrollment
variety of campus locations.
Marsden said eventually only management, said he has
enough copies of the books will received several phone calls in
be printed so that none will go to praise of the schedule book facelift
waste.
"Hopefully this is going to
"Our goal ultimately will be to
reduce the number of printed work and we're going to have a
copies and to use the Web more higher enrollment because it,"
and more for listing curricular Thompson said. "Which obviously
will take care of whatever small
offerings," Marsden said.
Marsden noted that some may cost there was to produce them."
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Simply the Best Shop in Town

Shop our HUGE solection of
Used Products at HOT Prices
w

3 for $15 on ALL

Previously Viewed VHS Movies.
o Spring
March 25th - May 4th
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Donate 2 times a week (Mon. - Sat.) from
Biolife Plasma Services and receive a
ticket to win a chance at some major
CASH $$$8 (Drawing May 4th)
• 1st place •2nd place•3rd place 4th place -

$250.00
$150.00
$75.00
15 $20.00 winners

• New donors can receive
a ticket to win on their
Tt?
very first donation!
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Used CDs for 1
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► News Briefs
Compiled by Katie WWcti

ROTC Cadets honored
in ceremony today

Kids take over Eastern
for summer day camp

The Eastern Army ROTC Corps
of Cadets will celebrate the years
end with the Colonels' Battalion
Annual Awards Ceremony and
Retreat. The ceremony will take
place at 4 pjn. today in the Keene
Johnson South Ballroom.

Eastern wiD host a summer day
camp for youth ages 11-13. The
camp is designed to increase
young people's interest in technology.
The robot program will be
offered June 17-21, from 8 a.m.
until noon; June 24-28 from 1-5
p.m.; July 8-12 from 1-5 p.m. and
July 15-19 from 8 a.m.-noon. Web
page design sessions wul be held
June 17-21 from 1-5 p.m. and July 812 from 8 a.m.- noon. Animation
session will be held June 24-28
from 8 a.m.- noon and July 15-19
from 1-5 pjn. The location for all
camps is the Wallace Building on
campus.
The cost of each session is
$100. To register call (859)-6221228 or ton-free at (888)401-1956.
If any business, industry or indi-

Model School to hold
annual Spring Fling
The annual fundraiser for the
Model Parents Organization will be
held 5 - 9 p.m. Friday May 10 at
Model Laboratory School
The "Spring Fling" will be set up
as a family carnival and will include
crafts, games, face painting, food,
karaoke and a silent auction.
Admission is $1 and is open to
the public.

vidual would like to sponsor a
young person or make a donation
contact Rezaie at (859) -622-2398 or.
tol free, 1-888-401-1956. or register
in person in room 207 of the
Perkins Building. For more information, can (859)-622-2398.

Middle School teachers
invited to June seminar
Eastern w3 host a summer institute for middle grade teachers June
24-28 on the Richmond Campus.
All lunches, two dinners, and a
reception are included in the cost
All books and materials will be provided at no charge to the participant
Registration is on a first-come,
first-basis. For more information
contact CMSAA at 859-622-1513
or email dorie.combsOeku.edu or
cmsaaOeku.edu.

► Police Beat: April 26-20

►

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS
Duck Derby table at the Powel corner on Apr! 15tv Cal 859-622-1143
tooWm.

HELP WAffTEP
M/
appufcwiiM*. Salary S6.50 par hour.
Btoe Grass Army Depot IMWRF
Club, cat 859-625-6850 for application.
foral
poeMone. Madison Garden
.Must
be moDvatod, creative and sales oriented. 200-2867
Help! I need aomebodyl Madison
Garden

FOB RENT
2 bedroom duplex, 2 btocte from
campus, S375 per month with unties. Cel 859-623-0685 after 5 p.m.
LOST & FOUND
Found: eyeofoeeee In cane on the

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING
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9-TMst

"Tlw Ctaidaati Aads ton tUr
lest World Serial in what year?"
Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt
Last Waaka Wfeawr: —> Jwf—In

(859) 624-2200
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN

Amado Cano. 27, was arrested
and charged for alcohol intoxication and possession of a controlled
substance. Cano was also served a
warrant on a prior charge from
Danville Public Safety.
April 25
A resident of Clay Hall reported
that she had been assaulted. Public
Safety is investigating the incident
Peggy Pope reported that a student's book bag had been stolen
from in front of the bookstore.
April 24
Josh Taulbee, 18, was arrested
and charged for alcohol intoxication
A resident of Burnam Hall
reported being harassed by another resident of the hall. Criminal
charges are pending in the case.
April 23
Marta Miranda reported that
her purse was stolen from her
unlocked office in the Keith
Building.

April 22
Mitsue Wilcoxson reported that
someone had stolen her lawn
mower from the front porch of her
home, located on Summit Street
Anne Shordike reported that a
handbag was stolen from her
unlocked office in the Dizney
Building.
Jennifer McKnight reported
that a camcorder was stolen from a
room in Case Hafl.
April 21
Terry Martin, 35, was arrested
and charged with alcohol intoxication after Public Safety identified
her as the suspect who had been
knocking on house doors on
University Drive and asking for
money.
Kellie Anderson reported that
there was a fight in progress in
Case HaD lobby. Officers took control of the situation upon arrival

April 20
Public Safety responded to the
400 section of Brockton
Apartments in reference to a possible burglary. Evidence of criminal
mischief was recorded on both
halves of a duplex.

Want to place a ctaeaifled ad?
Cal 859-622-1881 tor Mo. The coat
is only $4.00 for every 10 words

We've Got
Connections
Local
Service
'Saw 10-30%)

Long
Distance
* f Paging

Compiled by Katie Wittier.

April 26
Leslie Brown. 20, was arrested
and charged with driving under the
influence after being pulled over
for failure to illuminate headlights
and driving under the influence.
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Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW a) Full-Time During Summer A Break*

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY!!

Internet
Unlimited
Internet Access
Dial-Up

We offer 10-40-1- hours/week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $12.00/ Hour

1 -800-933-3575

Located Here In Lexington, Just Minutes
from Campus!!
We also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington. KY 1-SOO 933-3575
Llma/Bucytus 1-800-894-0529
ClavalarKi/Akron/Canton 1 -800-874-0880
CMrcinnati/N Kentucky 1-800-2S5-4040
ManallakJ/Aahland 1 -800-62*0528

Dayton/Springfield 1 -800-283-5611
Toledo 1-800-890-0070
Pittsburgh/Erie PA. 1-800-074-0660
West Virginia 1-800-5-46-4423
Southeast Ohio 1 -800-545-4423

No Experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school & work in
another during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility. Start training NOW.

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P Bring a Friend!

Now Available!
Foe additional information or
service availability, visit us online at
wvtw.setel.com or call toll-free
888-364-9000.

Get

Connected
Today!

SouthEast
Telephone

online this week

HS
life lessons... without the pain

egrad.com

learn from our mistakes.
Every one of us at eGrad has made quite a few mistakes. We've
botched interviews, run up enormous credit card bills, gotten ripped off
in Tijuana, lived in squalid, overpriced apartments and broken up with
wonderful, people for terrible reasons Hey, one of us even got drunk and
slept through graduation day.
And though we weren't much help to ourselves, we can be a
tremendous help to anyone looking to make a smooth transition out of
college.
We've packed eGrad with tried-and-true advice on dealing with
everything post-college life has to offer, special deals to make the
transition a little easier on the wallet, message boards to exchange tips
and questions with other grads, and a job Hypersearch to connect you
to the perfect position.

www.easternprogress.com

YOUR GUIDE TO
GRADUATION AND BEYOND
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the foP 10of 01-02
Hello, Ms.
President

Progress file photo

September 11, 2001

Phis/minus
protest

"You will ask yourself, if you've
not already done so, does she
ever sleep? Does she ever eat?
The answer is simply no."
Jack Fruchtman Jr., a professor from Towson
2 University, summed
up what many
Eastern students and
the Madison County
community had been
asking themselves
since the day last
September when
President Joanne 3
Progress He photo
Glasser came to
Richmond to stay.
As Eastern's tenth
president and first
woman president,
Eastern football coach Roy Kidd entered an elite club
the campus has
of only seven Division I coaches who have ever won 300
experienced
a
games. On Sept. 8. 2001, the
change to a leaderColonels soundly defeated Liberty
ship style that vastly
College, 30-7.
differs from former
Thousands of fans, including a
presidents.
contingent from Kidd's hometown
Glasser's inauguraof Corbtn, were on hand to see the
+/tion on March 8 marked the end
historic event After the easy win,
of almost two weeks of events
players carried Kidd off the field
surrounding her hand-picked
on their shoulders while fans
I theme of "A Passion for Life and
rushed the field.
Learning." The height of the
The first goalpost came out easily
events was the Presidential Bah,
in the enthusiastic fans' hands, but
where students and faculty minthe second goalpost took over half
gled and danced all night long.
an hour of effort. These tokens.of
Glasser begins her "reign" at the 300th win are proudly displayed at Madison ^
Eastern under a tight state bud- Garden.
get and lingering issues from
After 37 seasons of thrilling wins and disapthe former administration, pointing losses. Kidd's 300th was just icing on
including the the cake of a fantastic coaching career.
Lancaster
Avenue
crosswalk
and
plus/minus grading.

The Big 300

It was a Tuesday morning like any other for hundreds of Eastern students. Some were headed to class,
others were still tucked in bed. However, starting at
9:03 a.m.. the lives of everyone around the world
changed forever.
Throughout the day, scores of students gathered in the
Powell Building to watch the unfolding events
on several big screen TVs. The Office of
Student Development provided food and
drinks.
Dozens of students tried to call family
and friends in the New York and
Washington. D.C. areas but were unable to
get through most of the day. Others sought
solace at the Meditation Chapel or in area
churches.
Of special concern to all Madison County
residents was the Bhiegrass Army Depot
For the first time in history, the depot
was entered into Force Protection Condition Delta.
the highest security condition available.
Without a doubt, everyone alive in America on
Sept. 11 will always remember where they were
that Tuesday morning. Eastern students will
have the added memory of the fellowship and
support they received from fellow students,
faculty and staff.
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624-1540

Carriage Gate Shopping
Center next to Rite Aid
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BAR& »€!.»
Comer of First & Irvine St.

625-5533
Food Served
Mon.-Fri. 11-7
Sat. 12-7

Live Nightly Music
(9-12)
21 & over after 4 p.m.

BELLAGIO'S
626-3800

i 11a.m. - 10p.m.

Cracker Barrel: Hall's: Seafood,
Home-style food choices galore
By STEPWHE AutT
Ad manager

NOW
HIRING!!!
All positions with
Flexible Hours,
Excellent Benefits, and
Medical Insurance.
Call or stop by for
more information

623-0037

ONTrfflrVBt

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
For Day ft Evening Sarvars.
Apply in parson
Mon. - Frl. 9 -5 p.m.

trnkm
Exit 95 off 1-75 N
Hwy 627 over bridge
Turn right and follow tha river

Sr-nH'25UI«
WS.mM Imamnkmi

T

11a.m. - 11p.m.
Noon - 9p.m.
$10 Minimum on osNvery

L-Italian

Ad manager

As a college student, I've
seen a lot of Ramen noodles
and frozen meals. Going from
mom's cooking to dorm food
was not a college transition
that I enjoyed. But I soon
found out that home cookin'
was just around the corner at
the local Cracker Barrel.
Cracker Barrel, located off exit
90 serves breakfast, lunch and
dinner.
It offers old-fashioned cooking and a variety of food. Jim
Sublett, acting general manager said that Cracker Barrel can
accommodate almost any
requests. They provide everything from Chicken and
Dumplings to cheeseburgers
to ribeye. Cracker Barrel
appeals to a wide range of age
groups due to the variety in
the menu. Sublett says that the
top seller is Chicken and
Dumplings.
My recommended dish
would be the country fried

»y*

Monday - Thursday

BY STEPHANIE AULT
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Old Country Store
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A GRINDER is the best
hot sub sandwich you'll
ever eat! Arizona Jack's
PIZZA is the best in town!
Draft Beer • Great Food
& Great Prices!
Get away from the same
old campus food!
Join us at Arizona Jack's
- Unique Food. Unique
Restaurant!

And some people thought the
era of student activism was over
with the end of the
a 70s. Eastern stu■ dents showed faculty
M
and administrators
J|
that their activist
mm spirit was still alive
MM
on April 1 at a
m I
protest against the
m I
new plus/minus
m
grading system.
m
Instituted last
■
semester to combat
■
grade inflation, the
^L————- plus/minus grading
I system has caused a
SVBB^H raging debate across
campus.
Some
believed the system
was unfairly lowering GPAs while others believed it more
accurately represented student work.
The Student Government
Association released an extensive
study on the plus/minus system
at Eastern, showing that the
majority of student and faculty did
not support the new system.
At the April 1 Faculty Senate
meeting, the faculty passed a 38
to 19 vote for a moratorium on
plus/minus. This semester students will receive pluses or
minuses on their grades, but it
will not affect GPA
The grading system will be
reviewed, and a final decision on the fate of
plus/minus will be
made by the fall of
2003.

steak. With these dishes, you
can choose three side dishes.
Cracker Barrel's green beans
and hash brown casserole are
two of my favorites. With
every meal, you get to enjoy
biscuits and cornbread.
Cracker Barrel is known for
its old-fashioned breakfast
menu, which can be ordered
all day long.
Another unique feature that
Cracker Barrel has to offer is
the country store. The store
carries everything from children's toys to Yankee Candles.
It has a variety of old-fashioned candy, as well.
Cracker Barrel also accommodates its guests by providing a porch full of rocking
chairs, which help give it that
old-fashioned image. Cracker
Barrel is a wonderful place to
visit if you want good food,
great service and a place
where everyone leaves satisfied.

Dine, Smoke
Free in the
Colonel's Dome

If you ever have a craving
for seafood, Hall's On The
River is the place to go. At
Hall's you can experience casual dining while overlooking
The Kentucky River. Hall's
lunch menu includes items
such as the Catfish Filet
Sandwich, Fried Ckm Platter,
Fisherman's Platter, and Fried
Shrimp.
If you don't like seafood
Hall's offers other selections
like the Hot Brown, BBQ sandwich. Hamburger and Chicken
Fingers.
All of these lunch specialties
are served with trench fries or
onion rings and Hall's homemade tangy or sweet coleslaw.
If salad is your preference,
you can choose from the
Blackened Chicken Salad,
Shrimp & Crabmeat Salad, or
Chef Salad. For dinner Hall's
offers its guests the Catch of
the Day, which is seafood that
is flown in. Hall's offers selec-

oooy's
corner oj 3rd & Main
doumtewn Richmond

Come Enjoy
Fine Food
&

Madison
garden
VJ ■ * * ft 0 R IL L

Spirits
Horn Serving Foei
M$nPrillmltam
S* 5pm-10:30pm
Open till Midnight Man-Sat

tions such as Frog Legs, Snow
Crab Legs, Ocean Catfish, and
Fresh Sea Scallops.
All of the dinners are
served
with
Rolls,
Hushpuppies and any two of
the following: Cole Slaw.
French Fries, Onion Rings,
Baked Potato. Vegetable of
the Day, Green Beans or Rice
Orleans.
If you don't want seafood,
indulge in an 8 oz. Or 12 oz.
Steak cut from the best seasoned beef.
A trip to Hall's wouldn't be
complete without some of its
famous beer cheese. For all
of you beer cheese lovers.
Hall's offers Beer Cheese
Soup.
If you are looking for
friendly service, great food,
and a relaxing view. Hall's On
The River is the perfect place.
Hall's
is
located
on
Boonesborough Road off of I75.

We hope you
enjoyed our
Bile Out
section.
If you ate
interested in
advertising,
622-1881

Cuisine

1101 Kim Kent Drive
Richmond, KY 40475

(859) 626-1100

Come see us
on Mon.
Nights...
TacoBar&
$1 drqfts!

RESTAURANT

& BAR

Comer of First & Water St

623-0021
750 Draft Beer
Day & Night
OPENING HOURS
Mon. • Frl. 11a.m.
Sat 12 p.m.
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The 2001-2002 academic year was one of many staffers selected the top 10 news stories The Progress
changes, for both Eastern and the world. With Just a has covered, based on how much impact each story
little debate during our last staff meeting, Progress
had on Eastern students. The results...
WNIT
woes
7

Progress He photo

Crosswalk concern
President Joanne Glasser announced on Friday April 27.
2002 that the Lancaster crosswalk would be removed, ending disputes between the city and university.
The crosswalk was redesigned in the spring of 2001
after four pedestrians were hit in three separate accidents.
A Visual Warning System was installed in August of 2001
to alert motorists of pedestrians passing through.
In January, the Progress reported that a Madison
County Grand Jury had recommended the Lancaster
crosswalk be removed. President Glasser has since agreed
and the crosswalk is scheduled to be removed
by the fall.
The Lancaster lot will be used for residential students only and the university is
looking in to alternatives for commuter parking.

Revamping the SGA

With bucket after
bucket, the Lady
Colooeh proved that
women can shoot
hoops just as good, if
not better, than any
man.
The team finished
22-7 in the season,
and became cochampions in OVC
play with a record of
13-3. The girls went
to post-season play
for the second time
in university history.
During the WN IT
play, the Lady Colonels beat
Southwest Missouri in an overtime win, 72-65. The team lost to
Alabama ia the second round 9977 at bom*.
This was not the end we wanted as far as the score was concerned, but it was the end we
wanted in terms of the effort and
the hustle," Coach Larry Inman
said in tht March 28 issue of The
Progress.

Just sign here

Credit card abuse

Several purchases made on an
Aramark hospitality card used by
the Residence Hall Association
sent red flags up in the mind of
Zach Schaffner at the beginning
of the spring semester.
After alerting fellow members
of the alleged situation, he motioned
that
all
RHA
accounts be frozen.
Members voted in
favor of freezing the
accounts and an
internal investigation was conducted.
The division of
internal audits took
over the investigation and produced a
report two weeks
ago that found
$5,000 of processed
pay requests that
were made with
forged signatures.
The report concluded that Shalana
Johnson, president,
had forged adviser
Patricia White's sig
nature a total of 14
times. All of the pur
chases were for
legitimate business
expenses, but officials said this report
will prompt better
student organization
officer training in
the future.

Chae Lee Dennis, 29 of Waco, was arrested on Jan. 9
and charged with embezzling more than $15,000 from die
College of Business and Technology, where she worked
as a secretary.
A university internal audit, released in March, found
that Dennis had charged more than $13,000 on several
university pro-cards. Among the purchases included
undergarments, a diamond pendant, satellite TV service
and various other hems for her home.
The report also found that Dennis had forged payment
requests totaling $4,200
Dennis waived her right to a preliminary bearing, her
• is currently before a Madison grand jury.

The Student Government Association went out with a
bang this semester. The organization made two major
changes this spring that will affect and change the student population forever.
The SGA passed a motion to reorganize and restructure the Senate, Residence Hall Association, First
Weekend and Centerboard Committees making all four
become one. when it passed the Shared Governance plan.
Under the new plan, the SGA will be run by Lucas
Hammons. president, and Mary Hall, executive vice president.

A little about us...
The Eastern Progress celebrated its 80th issue with a special section
Feb. 21. Members of the staff went without sleep for two days to make
sure your paper arrived early Thursday morning.
The campus newspaper all began in 1920
when Lee McClain, principal of Model High
School, took 15 staff members and created
The Eastern Progress. The paper came out
twice a month until 1960. when it went to a
weekly.
In 1987. Elizabeth Fraas replaced Marilyn
Bailey as The Progress advisor, where she
has remained in her corner office for 15
years. After 15 years of dedication and counseling, Fraas will step down as this issue goes
to press.
The Progress 80th Anniversary wasn't all
work: the staff held a party at the Mule Barn
Feb. 23. The party almost didn't have an
anniversary cake because we had to get special clearance to use our own logo.
Progress staffers from each generation
came to mingle and enjoy 80 years of
Progress. Fraas was honored by former editor Dena Tackett and current editor Jennifer
Rogers and our public relations Manager
Mindy Allen. The staff dedicated a classic
ABBA song to Fraas as we all ate the cake
that almost never got baked.

Progress file photo

AD INDEX
Storage
A Carey Urns Saton
Air Fore*
Aramark
Arizona Jack's
Art Attack
Athletic*

Thursday
- 750 Miller Lite
Friday
- Home of the original
$7 All You Can Drink!
- $1 Domestics
Come join us Thurs.
May 2nd for a

FOAM PAR
626-0300

We cater to private parties.

Dr. Amy C. King
United Methodist
Scholarship

May 9th - Come Ride the BULL!
2 rides - $5

24-0249
We Cater to Private Arties
^<pl
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Hamm's BP

I

480 Eastern Bypass
• Automotive Repairs
• Wrecker Service
• Touch Free Car Wash

623-0604

BEER SPECIALS
We accept all
major credit
cards and
checks.

M

rys

OOOL

9 p.m. ■ midnight
Monday

Open
Mic Night
with
Lee Marahville
oflVC

$1 Domestics
All Week Long

STUDING FOR FINALS?
Don't Lose Your Spot,
^° Subway Delivers On The Dot!

j Requirements:

| The applicant must:
A. be a member of the United Methodist Church
B. be enrolled as a full-time student at EKU
(Priority will be given to students enrolled in
the College of Arts & Sciences at EKU.)
C. have completed at least 24 hours of college credit
D. have maintained a minimum GPA of 2.5
E. have a copy of his/her grades sent directly, by the
Registrar to the:
Chair of the Scholarship Committee
First Methodist Church
401 W. Main St. • Richmond, KY 40475
If you are Interested please contact Dr. Patrick Nnoromele
at 622-1723 for more information or application forms.

WE DELIVER!
624-9241
Dine-in/Carry-out Hours
Mon. - Sal. 1030 a.m. -12 rmdmghl
Sun. 11 a.m -11 p.m

Delivery Hours
Mon.-Sat 11a.m.-11p.m.
Sun. 12 noon-11 p.m.

Located on the corner of Second & Water St.
X
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Thompson: 'No complaint ■
about a job I have loved' ■
£vfeMV«i_
^for30>wn Eastern Kentucky
;* mwersity has been her extended
faaty- Shalt f, faculty Mid staff
have greeted Merita Thompson
w
*h open arms, and the warm carf« nature of the people at Eastern
s
what Thompson says has kept
where so long.
"I was only going to stay here
w a year.* she said of the day in
972 when she began her tenure
•at Eastern. The students and
_tmosphere at Eastern are what
Hiompson said she fell in love
with, so she and her husband
leaded to stay and pursue their
Andi Undsnmaysr/Progress
rareers in f
ThompBon,caolsr, looks ovor an occupational therapy book with
It was death that opened the
ioor to teaching for Thompson. In MinoyOraeib. 21. left, and Amber Robinson. 22. right.
he early 70s. four deaths in if s now or never," Thompson said pus.
rhompaoo s family left 11 children about her sister's illness and her
"I support the new president."
'itbout parents. It was then that decision to enter the retirement she said. This president has her
"Sampson decided to explore the transition program.
plate full. There are changes on
tenth and grieving processes by
Her time has been spread thin the horizon and there is no money.
>ffcring a course at Eastern.
over the years - she has taught She is doing everything she can
There are things we need to health classes, chaired numerous for as many as she can. She needs
do to heal some of the pain. It committees on campus and been our help."
Siosps to ease it some," the said of the faculty regent for three years.
Thompson said she will contin•the das* that she calk "lifc affirm- She has attended many health con- ue to help students and her colferences and written several leagues. After entering the retireIn her years of teaching the books.
ment
transition
program,
Scourer, she has seen the death of
"Like a lot of other faculty. I Thompson will only teach two
jotber family members, including have taught three night classes courses for the next three years.
-her husband Kelly Thompson, and served on ariflkn other com- She will continue to teach her
Swho was a profcaau in the educa- mittees for a long time. I have no death and grief and addiction
Jtion department Over 27 years, complaint about a job I have loved. courses to students who would
Thompson has shared stories of but that leaves little time for spe- like to learn through life experi.death and grieving with her stu- cial people and other things. I also ences shared by students. She said
~ leats. She has listened to what want more flexible time for still- students learn more from story
tears are and what comforts ness and for thinking and writing," telling rather than facts and
can bring.
she wrote.
details.
By pursuing her career,
In her three years as Faculty
She describes herself as caring,
"Thompson said she lost touch of Regent, Thompson said that more and says she is someone that stu;the moat important thing in her lite changes have been made over dents can come to if they need to
*— her family. Just as it was death those three years than any other discuss anything.
/that opened the door to a t«—rtri^g period of time in Eastern history.
Thompson said that after her
jcareer, it is ultimately death that
"I've seen more collaboration retirement, she will continue to
> ill close it
with students and SGA is more work on two books she has begun.
"My husband's death at 56 active now than I've ever seen," She also hopes to travel and spend
"reminds me that whatever you she said.
more time with her family.
Jwant to do, do it now if you can.
The best things the state of
She said she will keep her
•Last fall three significant people in Kentucky ever did, according to options open for other employSmy family died; two were sudden Thompson, were to add a Faculty ment opportunities, but says any
"and traumatic deaths. In January, and Student Regent to the Board future jobs must be flexible with
tone of my sister's health took a of Regents. This way, Thompson the time she needs for family.
(turn. I knew the time with her said, "everyone has their voice
"I'm so privileged to be here,"
£vould be precious." Thompson heard."
Thompson said, "We (faculty and
•w rote in a collection of thoughts
Thompson is confident that she staff) need to remind ourselves
•that she produced before her inter- picked a good time to leave. She is that it's a great privilege to work
"view with The Progress.
happy with the way President here and teach here. Eastern it a
* "h was the one straw that says Glaswrr has been received on cam- great place to be."

I
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OUo Mlty Cmbmeo
Somali lomomom
May 3rd, 4th, and 5th
Games will be played at
Hood Field (EKU Campus) and Lake
Reba (Maffett Field)

EKU's first game will be
Friday, May 3rd, 12:00pm
at Hood Field
fin complete iiMiinanicni pairings please visii rkl aportaxoa

COME OUT AND SUPPORT
YOUR COLONELS!!!

TECH

/T

(MMESilMiniiCS

CSMJW
Look for an (^njjMMEbook
buy back location noar you or
follow those easy stops to soil
on-line...
§WOs Bo to
MnNW.ecampus.com.

Click on the

BUYBACKS tab at the
top ol the screen-

otMip&MD

SOII? & Enter the ISBN
Humberts! lor the
books you want to
SOIL
SOB? Ss Print out the FBEE
postage label and
just drop your books
in the mail...

•

SDHPQe Relax and wait for
your CHECK to arrive
in the mail.

(BO VALLEY
CONFERENCE
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Eastern student's Boston
running dream comes true
VML£

Shel be the fir* to tdl you thai
she doesn't look Eke a rimer. She
has lone, flowing, blonde hair.
she'» not at lean or toned at moat
runner*, and she baa even been
told ahe haa too big of hipa to run
"I know I don't look like a runner, hot if I can run with the elite
runners or pass them, it proves
Tm a runner," Jackie Holbrook.
20. said.
Holbrook began running when
she was in high school, never caring about speed, but preferring
Holbrook remembers a time
when she wns ruonaog through the
hills and mountains of Morgan
County al by herself.
"I would run three miles up the
road and then three miles back.
Nobody back home runs long distances, so when they'd see me running they'd always stop and ask if I
broke down or if I had been in a
wreck. I'd just smfle and say that I
was out running," Holbrook said.
She runs for her parents. She
said running gives her dad, a coal
miner, something to be proud of
and boast about to his coworkers.
Her mother Machelle is another
strong motivator. "I run for them,
to make my parents proud."
Holbrook made her parents
proud in high school when she ran
with the Morgan County track
team. She broke several high
school records during her one year
on the team. Holbrook quit running
competitively because she said, "I
dont Hke running in circles."
It was her love of running and
her hate for circles that changed
her life forever. Two summers
ago, Holbrook participated in a
summer program on the Eastern
campus. She would awake each
morning at 5 JO before classes and
go for a run. Because she wasn't
familiar with the campus, she
would run in circles. It was one
morning while running in circles
that she met her future fiance.
"He asked if be could run with
me, and I said sure," Holbrook
said. "When people asked how we
met, I usually say we just 'ran into'
each other."
In meeting Lonnie Banks, she

R

e

i^ ^^^

The banks of the Kentucky
River will undergo a celebrity
makeover next week when
Robert F. Kennedy and
Backstreet Boy Kevin Richardson
launch
the
Kentucky
Riverkeeper.
The ceremonies, which begin
at 10 am May 6, will include a
christening of a Riverkeeper boat
donated by the Brunswick
Corporation Boat Group. Dustan

McCoy, a graduate of Eastern, is
the president of the company
The Kentucky Riverkeeper is
part of the Waterkeeper Affiance,
a grass-roots environmental
movement which depends on citizens' patrol to protect our nations
waterways.
Kennedy serves as the senior
attorney for the Natural
Resources Defense Council and
is the founder and president of

Glyndon Tailors

Congratulations

103 South Third
859-623-1308
i Hoftwoofc, 20. hoMs the jacket she got after completing the 26.2mile Boston marathon In April. Hofcrook prefers to run distances
found a soul mate and a trainer.
Banks became the person
Holbrook turned to when she
decided she would fulfill her dream
of running in the Boston Marathon.
The two stopped running in
circles and began to run throughout Richmond. Holbrook said she
likes to run every day four to 10
miles, but on weekends and days
when she and Banks can run
together, the two run between 12
and 20 miles.
Banks and Holbrook began
training for marathon running last
year, and both ran in the
Columbus Marathon last October
in Ohio. It was at the end of the
finish line when Holbrook says
she turned to Banks, telling him
"I want to run in Boston."
Two weeks ago, Holbrook did
exactly that She and her mother
traveled to Maryland for the 106th
running of the Boston Marathon.
Holbrook's experience was full
of both nerves and emotion.
On April 15, she met 17 thousand other runners at what" s called
Athlete's Village. AH runners were
bussed 26.2 miles out of the city of
Boston and dropped off in a field.
As she sat with her head covered
in plastic and her feet in a plastic
bag, she met a man from Canada
who was running for the 1 lth time.
"He told me what to expect and
that eased my fears," she said.
After the starting gunshot rang

out, Holbrook said it took eight
minutes for her to cross the start
line and begin the race. "I was crying and teBng myself to stop crying
because it interrupts breathing."
She found comfort in the crowd
who kept cheering her on.
Wearing a homemade T-shirt that
read "Run Jackie," she said people
kept yelling her name and pushing her on. The crowd was amazing There were people on both
sides for 26.2 miles, the whole
way. Kids stuck their hands out
for high fives, there were* firemen
on top of fire trucks, people on
roofs and people in the tree tops."
Holbrook said the run wasn't
easy between the 16 and 17 mile
markers. "I was going up a long hill
when my thighs turned to jefly —
they just ached," she said.
She pushed herself through
the course, knowing her mother
was waiting for her at the end.
Holbrook kept a red, white and
blue wristband that her younger
brother Clinton had given her
before she left for Boston. She
said the wristband and the motivation of her older brother Jarrod
were her two good hick charms.
Holbrook finished the race in
just over four hours. She was given
a medal for completing die race,
which she has given to her mother,
and a jacket that she wears proudly, showing that she ran the 26.2
miles.

EKU
Graduates

all alterations including:
• hem jeans
• replace zippers
• repairs & buttons
• alter formats
• tuxedo rentals

Stow RaCftaVxteorVProgrMi

the Waterkeeper Alliance.
Richardson, an Irvine native,
has focused his efforts on improving the environment.
A dinner will be held at 6 p.m.
Sunday May 5 which will benefit
the Riverkeeper project- The dinner will be held in the Perkins
building. For ticket information,
or for more information about
Riverkeeper. call 622-3065 or 622
1622.

Madison
■ ARanniii

RICHMOND S ONLY INDEPENDENT AUTO PARTS STORE

WIZE
19

A/C Check
$1(188
Special Includes:
• Check A/C System
• Check belts & hoses
• Check cooling system

Automatic
.1

0

I

SerVICe SpeClal
Includes: •
•
•
•

88

iV#~#
I

531 Big Hill Ave
Richmond. Ky

624-2990

Lube,0il, & ■$
Filter Special
Includes:

19

Mast Cars

& Light Truck*

■'^

MctCrs

i Light Truck,

Drain * install new Alter
Install new transmission fluid
New pan gasket
Some front wheel drive extra

Front Disk
$ A g\ oo .
Brakes Special 49™
Includes:
* L*M Truck,
•
•
•
•

Install pads or shoes
Resurface rotors & drums
Repack wheel bearings
Metallic pads extra

LOCALLY OWNED • LOCALLY OPERATED

A & A Storage

Wednesday Karaoke Night
Thursday Greek Night

W PIZZA

% STR0MB0U % SWEETIE PIE

JiMAGIA
BREAD

i WINGS

$1.00 Bu<f& Bud Light Longnecks

8pm-10pm

88

Replace filter
• Fill fluid level
Change oil
• 10 pt. safety check
Chassis Lubrication

$ ^Q

Transmission
A

Most Cars
* Light Truck*

DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS
& SERVICE CENTER

i CHEESE
BREAD

Perspective

Jennifer Rogers, editor
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Zapping
crosswalk a
dangerous
decision

► News Quiz
OK. boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of what's
going on at Eastern. If you
don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.eastemprogress.com and you
can cheat.

The
Looks like students are going
to have to start taking their
^
lives into their own hands
again, and in the meantime, looks
a) being removed.
like commuters are going to have
b) being expanded to include more
flashing lights and signs.
to keep looking for parking.
c) being placed in the Guiness World
President Joanne Glasser has
Book of Records as being the most
expressed to the university her
debated, loathed and loved crossdesire to get rid of the crosswalk;
walk
in the world.
she says a Madison County grand
jury report released in November
identifies too many safety issues
Backstreet Boy Kevin
for emergency vehicles on
Richardson Is visiting
Eastern because he
Lancaster.
She says commuters can look to
a) dropped out of the Backstreet Boys
"under-utilized" lots for parking.
and is coming to enroll for the fall
She says the decision was shared
semester.
among the state, local and stub) is recruiting for a brand new. entirely
dent governments.
Kentucky-based boy band.
And she says the crossc) is helping launch the Kentucky
walk is as good as gone.
Riverkeeper program.
According to the
Glasser plan, the
Lancaster Lot will
The new
become residential only,
coet more
displacing commuters and
$
general parkers alike.
That makes crossing Lancaster a) they have more pages and colorful
a bigger problem now: Primarily.
covers.
residents won't have the muchb) the price of paper keeps going up.
needed safety the crosswalk curc) the university needed more money
rently provides. In fact, they won't
because it went way over budget
with the multitude of Glasser comhave anything at all. Glasser recmercials.
ommends walking to Crabbe
Street and crossing at the light
there. But are residents using
Lancaster really going to do that?
Even so, in all of the accidents that
prompted the crosswalk improve
ments, all of the victims were within the crosswalk Crossing the
street is still dangerous.
And then there's tile commuter
problem. Hundreds of commuters
park in Lancaster everyday. Where
are they going to go?
The Glasser solution says they
Stevs RictardKXVProgrsst
can just find open spots. Where?
The crosswalk was a muchresearched answer to a serious
4 \ A box appears to be c
problem — nobody's been injured
**
this Eastern baseball
there since it was installed. The
W^^^ because:
last thing Eastern needs is for
more students to be hurt there.
a) It's unhappy with his game perforTaking it up is not going to help.
mance.

®

t'

Michael Kotora/Progrtas

b) it knows he has an unnatural fear of
boxes.
c) Boxes don't chase people, silly! It
was windy out)

► Campus Comments
The week before finals is here and everyone has their noses to the grindstone. Staff photographer Ryan Bertke asked students about their last minute study habits.
ANTHONY
PALM

Warsaw
Major: Music
education
Age: 21

MONY RILES

I like to study
in the Foster
Lounge
because it's
really quiet
there, and the
Cheetos are
only 50 cents.

Hometown
Louisville
Major
Business
management
Age: 21

at
I prioritize
classes
according to
difficulty, and
then I cram
accordingly.

► How to roach us
: (859) 622-1881 | E-MaH: progressOacs etcu.edu

Fax: (859) 622-2354

To |
Display
Stephanie Ault, 622-1881
Gma Vaile. 622-1872
Accent
Ronica Brandenburg, 622-1882
ArtsAStuff
Cecil Smith. 622-1882
OM School and on the Edge
Jessica Griffin. 622-1882
What's on Tap
Greg Vitttow. 622-1882
Sports
Corey Hal, 622-1872
Who's That
Kate Wertkamp. 622r1872

L

Classified/Subscriptions
Catherine Cunningham, 622-1881
To su gga st a photo or order
a reprint
Steve Richardson, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost ol $1 per issue. $20 per
semesteror $38 per year payable in
advance.

Hometown
India
Major: Finance
Age: 22

I go over old
work if it's
cumulative but
sleep, rest
and study is
what works
best

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only flies.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progressOacs.eku.edu or foxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

I'm suffering
all the time. I
read 100 pages
a night
Procrastination
would be
suicide.

My major is
demanding so
I prioritize
two classes
and put the
rest on the
back burner.
resources
management
Aga: 21
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THP Pnri fif Jill PF31 A col,eague and student take a look back on Libby
I llv vllU VI ull vlQi Fraas' 15-year career as Eastern Progress adviser

Fraas guided students
to better journalism

JACKHIHWJG
MyTum
Jack WMg is a
journalism
professor In the
department of
communications.

For the past seven
years, my office has
been almost directly
across the hall from
Progress adviser Libby
Fraas. I've heard her rant,
rave, praise, despair,
coerce, correct, extol,
approve, condemn and, of
course, advise.
Her students/journalists/ reporters/editors/
photographers would, I'm
sure, describe her much
like I would describe a temperamental city editor
sometimes your best friend,
sometimes your worst
enemy, alternately moody,
friendly, feisty and fun, but
always dedicated to the
news and to the paper and
yes, to the staff.
So, as I write this laudatory column about Libby
Fraas as she steps down
this week from years and
years and years of caring
about the news and the
paper and the many student
staff members, I want to
make sure I get it right I
want to see the friendly side
of her after she reads this,
not the "Why the hell did
you write that crap in that
way?" side of her.
So, 111 try to do it like a
news story. First, a lead (a
snappy, yet informative
beginning that will keep
everyone reading—to those
of you who aren't journalists). Let's try the following:
As the ink flows onto The
Eastern Progress one last
time this semester, so too will
it flow through the veins of
the paper's adviser for the
last time after 15 years.
Yikes. Too sappy, too
cliched, too dramatic. I
couldn't even open my
office door if I wrote that
lead. How about this:
The enigmatic adviser of
The Eastern Progress, Dr.
Elixabeth Fraas, is calling it
quits and returning to the
classroom. During the past
15 years "Doc," as she's
known affectionately by her
staff, has turned the weekly

campus publication into one
of the best college newspapers
in the nation and has nurtured literally scores of staff
members who now populate
both the state's and the
nation's best newspapers.
I like thai. A little long,
but complete — and the
word enigmatic will probably keep 'em reading. Let's
try the next paragraph.
Through her guidance,
her tenacity, her news sense,
her love of a good story and
her ability to motivate student journalists, she has
made the campus weekly a
true publication of record.
Fraas' background as a
reporter and her years as a
teacher have created that
combination of talents necessary to any publications
adviser.
Now it's time for a quote.
Get other voices into the
story, get the story's
sources speaking, Libby
would say.
"I remember a recent faculty meeting when the chair
pointed out a couple of camPus happenings that would
make good news stories.
Libby's eyes brightened, her
blood pressure rose, her
enthusiasm peaked as she
anticipated telling her staff
the information that would
and should become stories in
that week's paper. She literally ran out of the meeting to
tell her editors the news she
had discovered. To me, that's
what a true journalist is,'
Dr. Jack Hillwig, a colleague, said.
Now a couple more paragraphs covering the enigmatic part.
Fraas, according to her
student editors, can often be
a hard driving taskmaster
who demands long hours,
objective and thorough
reporting, endless rewriting,
and graphics and photos that
truly tell stories to readers.
But, at the end of the day,
she's also her students' loudest cheerleader and their best
reference and the one who
can steer them to internships

Fraas' overbearing advice,
concern leaves impression
Sometimes, the most seemingly insignificant things
take on a meaning of their own as time passes.

JENNIFER
ROGERS
My Turn

Jennifer Rogers
is a senior journalism major
from Lancaster.
She has had
the pleasure of
working under
the guidance of
Libby Fraas for
the past three
years.
Steven Rchardson/Ptogress

Fraaa reads from her "rod copy" at a staff meeting. Every week,
staff members eagerly awaited her helpful red-inked comments.

and jobs that they may never
have thought themselves
capable of getting.
Over the years, each and
every issue has been a model
of good journalism. She
would tell you that a newspaper, even on a college campus, should never be a public
relations piece. News is
news, not something to
please everyone and certainly
not all good and fluffy and
light. That's why her newspapers and her staff members
consistently win the top state
and national awards.
Now a quote to end the
piece.
"/ would call her the 'compleat' journalist and the
'compleat' adviser," one colleague said. "She knows
news and she knows how to
take a young, inexperienced
student and teach them what
news is. how to cover it and
how to present it."
So, that's the story. And I
know the problems with it:
not enough real news, a little too much opinion, a

SGA president says goodbye to EKU
On April 24,2001, Kara and I were
passed our gavels by Ritchie Redhour
and Jessica Humphrey. Our friends,
our families and several members of the university community surrounded us. By the
time you read this we will have "passed the
gavel" to our successors. So if you do the
math, you'll realize that you got six extra
days out of our administration. The bill is in
the mail!
Not only am I ending my term as presiNICK BERTRAM dent, but also as a student at Eastern. My life
will change completely from what it's like
My rum
now. I thought I'd use this article to let you
Nick Bertram Is know a few of the things that 111 miss as well
as a few of the tilings that I won't miss. Ill
the student
start with the latter
body president
I WILL NOT miss the 30-phis hours I put
and student
in at the office each week: spent going
regent He is a
through stacks of mail, pages of phone mesmarketing major
sages, and an average of 25 Eastern-related
from Stanford,
e-mails each day. While 111 miss the interacKy. It is a
tion with people. I don't think 111 miss the
Progress tradisheer number of committees that I had to
tion for the outserve on either. I think I was up to double
going president digits at one point
I WILL NOT miss putting together agento write the last
"My Turn" each das for the Student Senate meeting, for the
cabinet meeting and making sure that everyyear.
one has got copies of everything that they
need to make the decisions that need to be
made. And you better believe that I won't
miss the battles with that horrible Toshiba
copy machine in the SGA office.
I WILL NOT miss trying to be on time to
class, only to be stopped by a dozen people
along the way who have problems with the
temperatures in the residence hall rooms,
who got a ticket for parking in the fire lanes
or who need me to squeeze in one more
meeting into my week And no place was
sacred — Td even got tracked down in WalMart.
I WILL NOT miss tossing and turning
with heartburn every single Wednesday
night If you wonder why this happens, refer
to the delivery day of The Progress. A campus newspaper is a president's WEEKLY
report card — and no area is off limits. Just
ask Chris Pace or Ritchie Rednour. That
being said, I should thank The Progress for
being so supportive and kind this year. I
have found the editorial staff to be quite balanced, but also quite effective.
I WILL NOT miss plus/minus grading.
Switching gears a bit, I WILL miss the
gleam in a student's eye after you've helped
them out with something that has frustrated
them. Everything that 1 did. that Kara did,
and that Student Government did was for our
fellow students — EVERYTHING! The
majority of it went without gratitude, but
every once in a while you would see a visible
difference in someone's countenance after
you'd tried to help them. That was priceless.

I WILL miss serving on the Board of
Regents. I have grown extremely affectionate
of the people on that board and will never
lose the admiration that I have for their hard
work. People don't realize that the Board of
Regents is a group of volunteers, working
hard to take Eastern to excellence. People
also do not know just how much Eastern
means to each of them. As someone who got
to serve beside them I can personally attest
to their dedication, their wisdom and their
sacrifice.
I WILL miss the Powell Building. It was a
center where there was constant activity, lots
of people and a ton of memories. The custodians, the food service employees, student
development, student affairs and SGA are
like a big family over there. When one of us
was having a bad day, the others would
always lift him or her up. We depended on
one another to keep the energy and attitude
up so that student service always happened,
regardless of our mood.
I WILL miss having a Regent parking
decal.
I WILL miss Eastern! The place that I
came to on Aug. 13,1998 was a lot different
from that which I will leave on May 11,2002.
We have grown together as a community of
learners. Each group (students, faculty, staff,
alumni and the Richmond community) is
dependent on the other, and I think that
we've finally realized that.
There are so many good things that have
happened, that are happening, and that are in
the works right now. Eastern Kentucky
University WILL become an institution of
national prominence and a lot of that will be
because of Joanne Glasser. I'm probably the
only student body president in the history of
our university to serve with three different
university presidents in one term. I've seen
three different styles, and I'm here to tell you
that President Glasser's style is unique.
Three words: integrity, vision and energy.
Since the Board brought her on, I have not
encountered one person that hasn't been
"wowed" by her ability and determination. It
gives this future alumnus a lot to be proud of
I hope that each of you are proud as well.
I hope that you have pride in your campus,
pride in its leaders and pride in your own personal contributions. It has been my pleasure
to serve this student body, and indeed the
university community. With the new
"shared" student government, and with the
election of an excellent executive team, a creative Student Senate, the new RLC and SAC,
our leaders at the extended campus councils,
and the integrity of our student court ... it's
definitely appropriate to say that the "best is
yet to come."
Ill end this Hke Lt Colonel Morris (Army
ROTC) ends everything he types...
COLONEL PRIDE!

quote without a name,
vague student sources, not
long enough, etc., etc.
Libby might even take her
red pen to it and give me an
edited and corrected version. And 111 sit and listen
to what she has to say and
read her red marks, and
yes, at the end of it 111 be a
little bit better journalist
and the next time out 111 do
a better job.
Because that's-what an
adviser really does, makes
her students a little better
each time out, each time
they report, write, edit, photograph or design. And
while Libby Fraas' office
may only be moving a few
doors down the hall, the
legacy, the discipline, the
status and the reputation
that she has left behind at
The Eastern Progress will
remain for many, many
years to come.
Good luck. Doc. The
paper will miss your guidance as much as you secretly will miss guiding it

Over two years ago, I was a freshman in the middle of
my first semester as a newswriter for The Progress. I was
becoming notorious for some things around the office,
the oddest of which was my ability to get stuck out walking in the rain.
One particularly soggy day. I walked into The
Progress — drenched, attempting to type stories and
simultaneously dodge water dripping off the ends of my
hair. It made for pretty miserable working conditions —
just me and an old slow Macintosh and a huge puddle of
water.
I finally dried off. Just in time to leave again.
It was still raining with more drenching potential than
when I had first come to work
I jammed my little white reporter's notebook and a
pencil into my back pocket and headed toward the door,
ready to take off at a dead sprint
But I didn't get very far. Before I could leave I had to
pass Doc's door. And she stopped me, just Eke every
other time.
Stopped me dead in my tracks and asked where I was
going. Was I going to remember to ask this question?
Had I talked to so-and-so? Had I heard... ? Did I know... ?
Didn't I think that the real issue was about... ?
Yes, I was going to remember to ask that question.
Yes, Td already talked to... no. I hadht heard ... and I didn't know that, but 111 keep h in mind ...
Thinking I was free to go, I started toward the door
again.
Only to be stopped one more time. Doc informed me
— in no uncertain terms — that I was not allowed to leave
until I had an umbrella
WeB, too bad. I didn't have time, didn't have an
umbrella didn't care. Besides, aren't they too much trouble to carry around anyway?
I was wrong.
Doc reached somewhere under her desk and produced a slate blue umbrella, and I just stared.
"Doc, I cant take your umbrella," I said TD be okay."
Turns out the umbrella wasn't hers to begin with;
she'd found it somewhere and decided somebody could
use it sometime.
Guess that was me.
After a sniafl protest I took the umbrella, got to where
I was going and came all the way back to work perfectly
dry.
Because Doc was resourceful enough to keep something of use when she saw it Because she was forceful
enough to make me take it even when I didn't want to.
Because she saw something that would help me out and
wouldn't let it die.
Thaf s pretty much a metaphor for how things have
Kone on here, for much longer than the three years IVe
beenaround.
But not any more. Doc's leaving. I guess 15 years of
giving away umbrellas was enough.
I've been thinking. There's not realty a fitting way to
say thanks, not reaDy a fitting way to say just exactly what
her tenure here has meant to The Progress. And there's
not really enough space to print all the stories I could tefl.
But there is a way to let everybody know just exaeffjr
how much of an impact she's had on my the: rvestil got
the blue umbrella It became mine forever that day. Ifs
hanging on my closet door at home right now. I reaDy
don't get stuck out in the rain much anymore

This issue ends the press run of The Eastern Progress for the 20012002 school year. The Progress will resume publication on Aug. 22.
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BUILDING:
Combs project
less extensive

Gen Ed changes to have more time
BYGMAVMLE

News0dHor

With some positive and some
not-so-positive feedback from
faculty, staff and students, the
to take care of it so we don't have Ad Hoc General Education
any safety issues.
Committee has been sent back
to the drawing board to come up
Combs Hall
with yet another general educaThe Board of Regents autho- tion proposal.
rized the $5 million in bond sales
"Important work sometimes
to cover the cost of the planned takes longer than we would like,
Combs Hall renovations.
but that does not diminish the
Street said the design phase need. General education
for the renovations is taking a remains the backbone of our
long time because care is being undergraduate programs and I
taken to make sure the final continue my support of its condesign meets the marketing tinued revision and improveneeds of housing and the needs ment," President Joanne
of students.
Glasser said via e-mail.
Street said some changes
The committee has spent
have taken place in the wages three years researching other
the state requires to pay workers on, capital projects, driving
the cost of the project up some
what.
"We're not able to do a project
that's quite as extensive as origi- PROGRESS ST/UT REPORT
nally envisioned," Street said.
"We're having to go back and
Helen Thomas is a forerunrevisit some of those things and ner in the world of print journaltry to value-engineer a project ism.
As
United
Press
that fits within the budgetInternational's White House corStreet said the renovations respondent and bureau chief, it
will still include the originally was Thomas' voice that always
planned apartment-style suites.
began and ended all presidential
From The Front

institutions and has developed
four proposals. What was
thought to be the last proposal
was completed in February.
Forums held by the Ad Hoc
committee produced valuable
information that the committee
is taking to rework the gen ed
format.
"Three years is kind of the
minimum," Gary Kuhnhenn,
head of the Ad Hoc Committee
said.
Kuhnhenn, associate dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences, said that some institutions spend at least three years
and sometimes five years working on general education. He
cited Youngstown State in Ohio,
which took seven years to pspduce its general education program.

"It's a lengthy process of revision. Gen ed, or core components is a fundamental part of
general education," he said.
The committee has been
given extra time by President
Glasser to continue researching
and developing a proposal that
will benefit all students at the
university. The general education requirements are learning
objectives supported by courses
that students must take to graduate with a bachelor's degree.
The goal is to provide a well-balanced education for all graduates.
Kuhnhenn said he and the
committee will work through
the summer and hopefully have
a new proposal ready by the fall.

Computer Whiz
Ron Yodar,
Eastern Web
ate administrator,
gives
leeaons
to
Taytor Boeckel,
8. a Mayfieid
Elementary student in March.
Yodar
taught Mayfieid
students how to
use the Flash
software program,
which
allows students
to make basic
frame-by-frame
animations
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Helen Thomas, noted woman journalist, to speak at 95th commencement ceremonies
press conferences. Her statement "Thank you, Mr.
President" has become a cmtoraary way to end conferences.
Thomas, a Winchester native,
will receive an honorary degree
from the university during the
95th spring commencement on
Saturday May 11. Thomas will

also speak at the ceremony.
"Helen Thomas has been an
excellent role model for women
for many years," Isabella White,
professor of English and director of women's studies, said via
e-mail. "She set precedents that
made it easier for other women
to move up in journalism, and

those women's visibility has
made it easier for women to
move up in other fields as well."
Thomas' White House beat
spanned the terms of eight presidents, beginning with Kennedy.
She left UPI in 2000. and now
serves as a Hearst Newspapers
columnist.

The commencement will
begin at 1:30 p.m. May 11 at Roy
Kidd Stadium. In addition to formal commencement exercises,
each academic college will hold
a reception in the Keen Johnson
Building from 10 a.m. to noon.
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Cay Pool and Skateboard Park
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Stressing over finals?
Come cool off with a cold
treat from your friends at
Main St. Chevron
• PICK UP YOUR FREQUENT BUYERS CARD TODAY
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Offer only good for a limited time only. Must meet membership retirements.
Regular price will be charged for additional days rental

^"9 free Treat.
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Ronica Brandenburg, editor
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Accent

■

The old classic is being
reinvented and put back on
the silver screen. Will it be
as big of a phenomenon as
in the past? See B8 for
story.
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Procrastination Pains
/

Putting things off causes unnecessary stress
Bv ROMCA BRANOENBURG

o

o

Accent editor

You've had your syllabus all semester.
You've gone to class and taken notes.
You've Been attentive and participated
in class discussions.
From far away, you look like a responsible
student, but when the day is over, you throw
your notes and text to the side. This is an
everyday routine.
Dwelling under the tall stack of class material is a piece of paper containing details
of your final. It will be ACCUMULATIVE!
You've had this sheet for one month, and
now you only have one week until finals. You
have 12 chapters to review in a book you
haven't even opened yet
Congratulations. You have successfully procrastinated.
The University of Texas at Dallas counseling center's Web site gives reasons as to why
people choose to procrastinate.
The first is setting out to reach someone
else's goal rather than your own. The second
reason is being afraid of large projects and letting intimidation take over. Third is simply
poor time management and last is not having
enough "down time." The Web site implies
that if a student doesn't allow time for themselves, then he will just steal that time from
his study time instead.
Each one of these different flaws leave students with only one main alternative — and
that is to start cramming.
"When your only option is to cram, you can
do a few tilings," said Gwendolyn Gray, who
teaches a college reading and study skills
course. "Focus on your notes if you're a good

note taker. Skim over
chapters you've already
read, attend review.sessions and get a study part- The
pick
ner."
've*efleaw«
For most students, per
cramming is a very real
part of college life that has
both positive and negative
results.
"Some students can
cram and maintain a 3.0 or
higher," Gray said. "I usu^^fcp
ally tell my students that if
they have ever tried to
cram and it didn't work,
then cramming is not conductive t»your learning
style."
Jessica Bryant, who
Eun-Young You/Progreu
also teaches college reading and study skills, points out a few nega- information.
The fact that students procrastinate fretives. She said cramming can lead to a "false
sense of learning, going blank when a test is quently could possibly say something about
passed out, a general dislike for learning and their study habits in general.
"I think that study skills have been an
test anxiety."
Marcus Flathman of Eastern's counseling assumed aspect of learning," Bryant said.
center listed tips on the center's Web site that "Instructors expect students to know how to
study, but most students enrolled in my GSL
are to help avoid and control test anxiety.
A student should get seven to eight hours 112 class have never had a study skills course
of sleep before an exam. While in class, do not because it was not offered in high schoolNow that there is only one more week of
quiz with another student before the test.
Flathman said this only causes more stress. school left, there is little time left to study and
One should also avoid paying attention to oth- prepare for finals.
This can be a stressful time in the semesers while taking the test Do not doubt yourter, but remember there are ways to make the
self and wonder how other people are doing.
Flathman said that overall, cramming best use of your tme and keep stress to a minithings in isn't the best way to study and retain mum.

Li braryuj

Top 10 Ways to Boat Stress
1. Strive for excellence, not perfection.
2. Don't say negative things to yourself.
3. Ask for help with jobs you don't like.
4. Always photocopy important papers,
5. Stretch your limits a little each day.

6. Get enough sleep.
7. Avoid negative people,
8. Talk less and listen more.
9. Remember you always have
options.
10. Do everything in moderation.

/* 'V
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Memorization, junk food, lack of sleep help student succeed
take power naps... this usually
TtaJ
II
involves sleeping in the fetal posit's midnight I've cleaned the
bathroom with a toothbrush,
checked my e-mail 672 timt-s,
washed the dishes, washed the
dog, replaced all the light bulbs in
the house, washed the neighbor's
dog and changed the oil in my car.
I have a test at 8 a.m.. and I haven't
opened the book.
I call myself the master procrasGREG VmTrow tinator. Not because I'm good at
What i On Tap putting things off until the last
minute, but because I'm good at
putting things off and still getting a
good grade.
What's the secret you ask?
Well, in ray four years at Eastern, I've developed
a fine-tuned and meticulous system to effectively
study at the last minute.
Is my system healthy? No. Do I learn anything?
No. Would professors support it? Of course not.
Does it work? Yes.

I can't count the number of times I've began
studying for a test at 1 a.m. the night before and
received an A. Not only did I get good grades. I also
freed several hours of those nights to do more productive things like watch television or surf the
Internet
My system has four key components.
The first component is memorization. If ifs after
midnight and I'm just beginning to study, learning
goes out the window. The key is to fill my head with
as much information as possible and hold it there
for one day, and one day only. It's important to flush
the information from my brain immediately after
taking the test
That space is valuable, and I don't want to clog
my brain with useful knowledge I could use in the
future.
The second component of my system is living
without sleep. Contrary to what doctors say. sleep is
unnecessary. Using the proper methods, it can be
avoided almost entirely. My system fails if I even
consider sleeping more than two hours.

tion on a concrete floor. I like to
make myself uncomfortable so 111
wake-up as soon as possible. ^ *
— Greg VlttJtow
What's on Tap editor
I use several methods to stay awake while studying late at night I scream at the top of my hings as
soon as my eyes start drooping. Not only does it
startle me, my roommate begins to pummel me for
scaring the bejesus out of him. That usually keeps
me up a little longer.
If I just can't stand it any longer, I take a power
nap. Ifs important not to take this nap in my bed. I

might accidentally fall asleep. I like to make myself
as uncomfortable as possible so I will wake up as
soon as my body is charged enough to do so. This
usually involves lying in the fetal position on a cold
concrete floor.
Finally. I drink an unbelievable amount of coffee.
My routine is to chug four cups before I open a
book. I begin studying once I begin to shake uncontrollably. I take shots of Pepsi when the shakes go
■way.
The third component of my system is food consumption and plenty of it I head to tile food cabinet
every 10 minutes or so to grab some brain food. I
typically eat potato chips until I'm nauseous during
a typical night of studying. Perhaps this is another
method of procrastination. I don't know, but it
works for me.
There you have it, memorization, lack of sleep
and food intake: the skills you need to
unlock the true powers of your mind and learn
everything you need to know about a subject in one
night

I
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Graduates
invited to
reception
BY GHEO Vmrrow
Whafs on Tap editor

Eastern's May 11 graduates
will have one last opportunity to
spend time with their friends and
teachers before heading into the
real world.
A breakfast reception will be
held for graduate candidates
: before commencement from 10
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. May 11 in the
Keen Johnson Building.
Candidates and their families
are invited to attend.
The reception will give candidates the opportunity to introduce
their families to their friends and
teachers, said Mary Bridgette
McGurk, commencement coordinator.
Each college will be located in
a different room. Signs will be
posted indicating where each college gathering is located.
- "The rooms will be open to one
another because there are people
that have friends in other colleges
and faculty members they'd like
to greet," McGuii -^aid.
Those attending the buffetstyle breakfast will not be seated.
Students and families are encouraged to walk around.
- Graduation candidates are
required to wear their caps and
gowns to the reception.

Whafsoiflap

► Tap MM "Tap"
Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Greg
Vrttitow at 622-1882
or by e-mail at
progress@acs.eku.edu.
Greg Vrttitow, editor

The Eastern Progress I www.ea8temprogres8.com

Boys, children's activities,
artists' exhibitions and
demonstrations and a light
supper. The event is free with
a reservation for new and
renewing Richmond Area Arts
Council members. $25 for
non-members, reservations
required. Call 624-4242 to
make a reservation.

TODAY
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles Gallery.
Call 622-8135 for exact
hours.
10 a.m.
Launch of the Kentucky
Riverkeeper at Fort
Boonesborough State Park.
Environmentalist Robert F.
Kennedy Jr. and Backstreet
Boy Kevin Richardson will participate. The public is welcome. The Kentucky
Riverkeeper was established
by the Center for Appalachian
Studies.
Noon* p.m.
"Crown Royal Festival in the
Field" in the infield of
Churchill Downs in Louisville,
700 Central Ave. Races begin
at 12:40 p.m. Concerts
include Local H, Fu Manchu,
Course of Nature and
Sugarbuzz. Admission is $2.
6 p.m.
Golden Key International Honor
Society Sophomore
Recognition in the Ravine. All
sophomores with a 3.3 GPA
and above are invited. Free
food will be served.
8 p.m.
Saxophone ensemble in Grfford
Theatre.
8:30 p.m.
EKU Chess Club will meet in
Room 208 of the Crabbe
Library.

6-Up.m.
Anime Night in the Case Annex
Looby. Featured will be "YuYu
Hakusho" and the movie
"Lupin the Third-Secret of the
Dark Gemini." Everyone is welcome. The event is sponsored
by AnimEKU.

GregVrnttowj

Use a WIMIIS, left, a registered nurse at Pattte A. Clay hospital, parforme a body fat analysis on Craig McGrath, a senior broadcasting major
from LouievWe. at the Madison County Health Fair last Thursday.

FRIDAY
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles Gallery.
Call 622-8135 for exact
hours.
EKU Softball will host the Ohio
Valley Conference through
Sunday. The tournament will
take place at Hood Field and
at Maffett Field near Lake
Reba.

at 11:30 a.m. Concerts
include STARSHIP. featuring
Mickey Thomas, Exploding
Pintos, Vice Versa and the
Rumors. Admission is $25.

Spun.
Concerto Concert in Giffdrd
Theatre.

SATURDAY
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles Gallery.
Call 622-8135 for exact
hours.

1:25 p.m.
Student music recital in Foster
100

• a.m.-noon
Golden Key International Honour
Society Rummage Sate in the
Alumni Coliseum parking tot

3 p.m.
EKU baseball vs. Bowling Green
in Bowling Green, Ohio.

1 p.m.
EKU baseball vs. Bowling Green
in Bowling Green. Ohio.

5:30*p.m.
"Derby Eve Celebration" at the
Whitehall State Historic
Shrine. The event will feature
Bluegrass band Kirby Knob

MONDAY

Final examination week begins-;
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles Gallery.
Call 622-8135 for exact
hours.

TUESDAY
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles'Gallery.
Call 6224135 for exact
hours.

WEDNESDAY
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles Gallery.
Call 6224135 for exact
hours.

Classes end

i .

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
"Crown Royal Festival in the
Field" in the infield of
Churchill Downs in Louisville,
700 Central Ave. Races begin

6- 10p.rn.
Kentucky Riverkeeper FundRaising Dinner with Robert f.
Kennedy Jr. and Backstreet;
Boy Kevin Richardson.

SUNDAY
B.F.A. Exhibit in Giles Gallery.
Call 622-8135 for exact
hours.

UPCOMING
College graduation reception at
10 a.m. May 11 in the Keen
Johnson Building.
Residence Halls open May 12.
Summer Classes begin May 13.
Last day to register for full
Summer term May 15.
"Relay for Life" May 17 and 18
at the Madison County
Fairgrounds, four miles out
Irvine Road from the Eastern
By-pass.

At Your Campus
Bookstore

Drawings!
Prizes!
Frsebtss!

Your textbooks have their highest
resale x/altic during* finals week!
Buying Books at Three Locations!

During Exam Week, May 6th - 10th
EKU Bookstore

Alumni Coliseum

Stratton Bldg.

Mon-Thurs. 7:45 a.m.- 7 p.m.
Friday 7:45 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Mon-Thurs. 9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.- 3:30 p.m.

Mon-Thurs. 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.

BOOkSlOrC * men HlmsM m. www.okoMsltn.cem
THE AIR FORCE WANTS BOTH
YOU AND YOUR NURSING
CAREER TO GO PLACES.

Nursing in the Air Force: exciting, rewarding, the best.
Best facilities, best benefits. Travel, training, advancement
and 30 days of vacation with pay; plus you may qualify for
a $5,000 bonus. If you're a registered nurse. Air Force
Nursing offers the best of everything.

V

To request additional information, call

U.S. AIR FORCE

1-800- %23- USAF or visit a1rforce.com

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

_^i

Arts&Stuff

Cecil Smith, editor
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Students take on symphony classics
BYCKLSNTTH

Arts&Stuff editor

fcw Pktmnlton/Pmarmm
Dmnk Bowman and Stephanie Stockburoef practice tor the Concerto
Concert at a p.m. Friday in GMord Theater. The concert is free.

The strings are tuned, and the
bows are waxed. Over 50 Eastern
students and a few Richmond residents will perform in Eastern's
Concerto Concert Friday.
After a semester crammed
with nearly 70 concerts and
recitals, the concerto is the last
concert of the semester. Mark
Chambers, director of orchestral
activities, is in his sixth year at
Eastern and wiB be directing the
orchestra.
Chambers also teaches cello
and string bass classes. He says
the students have achieved an
extremely high level of skill to
perform these pieces.
"This is the best orchestra
we've ever had. Each year the
music gets bigger and better,"

Chambers said.
The orchestra will perform
some of the most difficult pieces
of music written within their skill
level. Chamber's considers
Beethoven's "Symphony No. 5"
and pieces from Mozart's
"Marriage of Figaro" to be the
highest level of difficulty be can
ask his students to play.
Other selections include the
works of Mussorgsky. Weber,
Chaninade, Mendelssohn and
Neruda.
Andrew Noble, a 20-year-old
viola music performance major
from Louisville and first chair
viola in the orchestra, said the
pieces are a formidable task but
the students are prepared.
"It's been a challenge, but
we've all worked hard this semester," Noble said.

Noble says the Chaninade flute
piece and Mussorgsky's "Night
on Bald Mountain" are two of the
more demanding pieces in the
concert He also says since most
people are familiar with "Night on
Bald Mountain" from Disney's
"Fantasia," it becomes an even
bigger challenge to make it sound
as good as the original.
Eun-Hwan Bai, an Eastern
music professor, will accompany
the orchestra on violin. Five students will perform solos during
the concert, and three students
will be presented with an orchestral award of merit from the
department Nearly $1500 will be
divided among the award winners
as well.
Chambers says anyone who
passes an audition can play in the
orchestra and auditions are open

Summer tours heat up tri-state region
BvdCtSMTTH
ArtaA Stuff editor

School is almost over. Time to
head back to our hometowns and
the desperately boring lives we
lead away from college. But fear
not There is a cure for the summer time blues: live music.
The past few summers have
proved to be a successful venture
for bands and their promoters.
Despite a recent economic slump
and Sept 11, the warm weather is
driving hordes-of fans out to their
favorite venues to see the bands
that set them tree.
Summer music festivals like
OZZFEST an3 the Van's Warped
Tour have become industry staples and obligatory moneymakers
for record industries. These annual festivals'are offspring of
Lollapalooza.
When the tour started in "91,
Ice T's Body Count, Living

Colour, The Butthole Surfers and
Jane's Addiction were a few of the
featured bands.
The three-stage setup at
Lollapalooza allowed underground groups to play gigs alongside super groups tike Pearl Jam,
Snoop Doggy Dogg and Rage
Against the Machine.
OZZFEST took this concept to
heart and has now added a third
stage to its lineup and a revamped
Village of the Damned.
Ozzy Osbourne, System of a
Down. Rob Zombie, P.O.D. and
Black Label Society will take the
main stage and Down (headed up
by Pantera's Phil Anselmo) will
headline the second stage. The
OZZFEST tour begins on Jury 6 in
Bristow. Vs.
The Warped Tour is set for
early dates starting June 21 in
Nampa. Id. The Warped Tour is
geared more to the punk crowd
than the goth/metal fans of

OZZFEST. The Warped Tour is a
little more of a good-time concert
than a fight-for your-life mosh pit
war (although the pits are widespread.) Headliners on the
Warped Tour this year are punk
forefathers Bad Religion and an
entire army of punks and speed
rockers backing them up on three
stages.
If punk rock and metal extravaganzas are not your taste then
you have a plethora of choices to
tide you over. Dave Matthews
Band and Creed are still selling
out arenas across the country.
Lenny Kravitz and Pink head out
together this summer with two
new albums.
On the more obscure side of
popular musk. Trey Anaatasio,
Phish's frontman, will head up a
nine-piece jam band to support his
new solo album. The artists from
the "Oh Brother Where Art
Thou?" soundtrack just added 40

to anyone who feels game.
Auditioning students can receive
class credit for orchestra.
Scholarships are also available
but very hard to come by.
"(Orchestra scholarships) are
scarce. It's highly competitive to
receive a scholarship." Chambers
said.
Chambers also said the experience of performing over 70 con- •
certs and recitals and pressure to
perform such difficult musical
pieces makes the students better,
musicians.
"If they're going to be professional musicians, this is the best
training they can receive,"
Chambers explained.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
in Gilford Theater. The concert is
free and open to the pubic

Summer Tour

new dates to the Down From the
Mountain tour as well.
Perhaps some of the biggest
tours this summer will be The
Rolling Stones, The Who and Paul
McCartney. These acts have sold
millions upon millions of records
in the last half of the 20th century.
Along with their time-tested
music, however, come the
inevitable sky-high ticket prices
as well. It is rumored that some
Rolling Stones tickets on past
tours have sold for $2000.
The TKL kids will have their
selected dates this summer as
well. Brittany Spears' tour with
Nikka Costa begins on May 24
and Alicia Keys' tour begins July
2.
In short, there is enough
music going around this summer
to make for good excuses to skip
work and pack up for parking lot
tailgate parties. Just remember to
bring enough money for a $50

Toby Keith
7:30 p.m.
Kenny'
738

Eun-Young VouTiugwai

J_KU

the
Semester
Closings
The EKU Dining services
will be closing down for
the summer break.
Blimpie will close:
Thursday May 9th
The Fountain Food Court will close:
Friday May 10th
4

The Top Floor Cafeteria will close:
after dinner on Friday May 10th

6.9

% for 24 months with
mm No Down Payment"

OR LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
tor the first 2 years with the Honda Card

Get a Recon or Sportrax 250EX
for just $69 per month
Honda of Richmond
600 Big Hill Avenue
623-5900

SPRING INTO

ACTION
£ne»Men/Jlrf

hondtXOm BE A RESPONSOE ROER ALWAYS WEAR A HELMET EYE PROTECTION AN0 PROTECTIVE CIOTWNG AND Pl£ASE RESPECT THE
ENVHOteff OBEY THE UW AW READ YOJflC*Vf«RSU4NUA^
APR xnanong avatar* trough American HorxJa Financ* Corporator upon approved a^ '^ L>wn Paynm do« nd ncktk li>. ksw aid orer «IM
tfingriong«>iJa»tt»aH>3i:us>CT>rr
payment example s lor the first two yeas and based on a reduced rnrmjmpKfrmd'S\olti6<x^(^frtta)maraf2°^M mitouat
finance amount not B exceed Recon ES $4,600. Sporrax 250EX $4,600 Total oatoa after 24 mon« and on purchases c<her tian n^
rjenod are *jt»«WBt»TOea»ed Standard Prograri APR ar^
APR. Stanrjart Program APR nay wry (16 75V as of 102) France tfarpes begr to accrue on date purchases poa to accourt Al transactors are suttees B tie
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Katie Wotkamp, edkor

Nature lover 'batty' for caves
Who* Thmt editor
She's aot a vampire, but she
likes to banc around bats. She
casnbs in the darkest caves, hoping to find her favorite "really
Amber Yuetlig, a junior from
Cincinnati, hopes to find plenty of
bats and other cave animate this
summer. She will be leaving for
Belize to enjoy the tropical climate and work on mapping a caw
used by the Mayans.
In June, she will travel to
Bekae for a program she found on
the Internet. YueJfig and a group
of 15 to 20 undergraduates and
graduate students will work
together to explore caves.
"I'm not intimidated at all."
Yueffig said "I think I can learn a
lot from the people that I'm going
with."
Yuellig; is an anthropology
major and a geology minor. She
will be studying this summer at
Eastern's Archaeological Field

ID

School at the Brae Grass Army
Depot She and a group of other
students will be looking for Native
American Mlifacts.
Yuefig said she Kkes exploring
because it gives her a chance to
lock at past civilizations.
"Yon go in with no expectations, but hope to find the
answers to certain questions."
Yuellig said. "You look for religious practices, hierarchies in the
political structure."
She said she has been interested in caving since she was 12. but
didn't always have interest in
tbem.
"When I was 5 or 6.1 used to
be deathly afraid of caves. I cried
and screamed and threw a fit
when my parents would talk
about them." Yuellig said.
However, this fear faded quickly: she she went with her family
on a trip to Mammoth Cave when
she was 13 and fell in love.
For the past seven years she
has been searching out the perfect caves to spelunk as well as

trying to preserve caves and
forests in Kentucky
She joined a observation tank
force to help preserve the Daniel
Boone National Forest, which
includes working on care plans
for the area and trying to dose
certain areas off to the pabkc
She said there are some endangered species of bats, beetles and
other cave Me that need to be protected Yuefig feels this wil only
happen if the public is not permitted to be in their habitat
Yuellig said her parents have
supported her in her interests,
but they had their own ideas
about her career goals. It took
some time for her mother to
warm up to the idea of her being
an anthropologist
"My mom wants me to get a
job at PAG." Yuellig said. Her
mother works for Proctor and
Gamble, a large company in
Ci
After a few years of continued
interest in caves and cave He. her
mother and father have supported

her by taking her to new caves as
weB as buying equipment for her.
"My father kind of started get
ting interested (in caving) when I
did" Yuefig said. "He bought me
some really expensive things,
which has helped a totShe doesn't leave her love for
bats out of the classroom. For her
honors program senior thesis,
she is going to work at Saltpeter
Cave in Mt Vernon. Her sponsor.
Kefi Carmean. will heap her draft
a map of the cave. Carmean also
helped her get state approval to
use the cave and information
about the cave.
Yuellig said the best way to
find out about caves is to go to the
local grotto ckiba group of people
with interests in caves and caving
activities. Local grotto dubs can
be found at www.caves.org.
Yueffig is packing her bags for
the experience of a lifetime. She
said she isn't nervous about her
trip to Belize, but can't wait to
apply the skills shell learn once
she returns to school.

Fort Knox Mini Storage
EKU Student Summer
KkA
Storage Specials

y-

OOOL

Ain't life
Grand

New
Units

. Do You Like To Make Money
\ & Travel While Having Fun?

Aslowas

$80.00

I.

for the entire summer break.

Call now to reserve your
personal mini storage space.
8 blocks from
EKU Campus

$1,25 Domestics

623-5201

All week long

sutvnttsd rnOtO
YuoMg pauses a moment before embandng on one of her caving
adventures last summer She said she caves with her family and boyfriend

.. $

Each member of the "Marching
+ Colonels" receives a stipend
%
plus a physical ed. credit.
If you play a band instrument or
have colorguard experience,
all you have to do is sign
up for Mus 256.
For more information, call the
band office at 622-3161 or
email: ken.haddixOeku.edu

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Aiaaaanl Ufc MMMlii
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordsmith)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship: 11 am
Sun. Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services: Weekdays ai 1:30
p.m .onWCBR II10AM
Van rides available on or off campus
(Contact Lynn at 859424-3601.)
B% HM Avenae Christian
129 Big Hill Ave.
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Monday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. "Christian Students
Serving Christ" meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed above for transportation to meetings.
Church of Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off
Goggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6
p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Kafccopal Charch of Our Saviour
2323 Lexington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone:859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am and 11

am
Adult Education: 9:30 a.m.
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays.
Noon, at Powell Grill
Faith Created Assembly of God
Now meeting at 918 Red House
Road on Miller's Landing.
Service times: Sunday, 9 a.m. &
10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call
859423-4639.
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings.

EKU Natocxk Mini gimt and
EKU da—rm Abu— 0—SI
202
822-1303

First Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 am.
Sunday Worship Services: 10:43
a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth & Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation to Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9878

\*mtm*rtiL**--*Lm--*LmL

Looking for a Job this fall?
Come join our toam!
The Eastern Progress needs writers, editors,
photographers and an ad staff

Call us at 622-1881

First BaptM Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m., 11 u.m.
& 6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.
S.U.B.S.- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study

First Christiaa Ckwreh
(Disciples of Christ)
Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal)
8:40 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:40 am
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m

St. Stephen Cathottc Newman
Center
405 University Drive
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper 6 p.m. ($1.00)
Inquiry classes for becoming
Catholic: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed
9 p.m.

First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA)
330 W. Main St.
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m (rides
available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30
p.m.. at Wallace Bldg , (EKU) room
326.
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m., in the
Fellowship Hall
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. in
the Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
home!
Cary Ashby, Campus Minister

St. Thomas Lutheran Church
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:30
a.m ; Sunday School: 9:45 a.m ,
Sunday Contemporary Worship: 11

First United Methodist Church
401 West Main St.
Phone- 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:15 a.m.
& 9:40 a.m.* 11 am.
Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15
p.m. (free to EKU students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Message: 6 p.m.
Richmond Church of Christ
713 W. Main St.
Phone: 859423-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 10 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Boone statue (EKU) 15 minutes prior to all our services.
Colonels for Christ meets in the
MocGregor Hall basement lounge
the second Monday of each month
from 12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) &
the fourth Thursday of each month
from 6-7 p.m.
Richmond First Church of the
Nazarene
136 Aspea Avenue
Phone:859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m. - Bible Study.
Youth, College A Career, Child
Programs

Trinity Missionary Baptist Church
Jack's Creek Pike & I'.S 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone: 859-623-6868
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship Service: 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m.
UnHarian-l 'nlversattst Fellowship
209 Si. George Street
"Where religion and reason meet."
Adult service, youth program, and
preschool care: Sunday morning at
10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
Westtlde Christian Church
Bennington O. (across from
Arlington)
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship. 10.45 a.m. & 6
p.m.
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
White Oak Pond Christian
(Disciples of Christ)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins
Lane)
Phone: 859-623-6515)*;
Sunday Worship: 9 a as. & 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Saaduys. 10 a.m
Sunday School: 10:15 a.«.
Might 7.07- acooteaaporury prat* I
and worship ionic*. Suadjys at 7:07
Monday 'Png-er Experience": 5;3J>
p.m.. Wednesday Diaper and Bflrfc
Study: 6 p.m.

Corey Hall, editor
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► Runners up

Yeremiah Bell and Jonelle Csora were voted the 2001-02
Eastern Progress Athletes of the Year by coaches, members
of the athletics department and media for being ...

' ^fl ir^^^^^B

Women's
basketball

JKL<J|

■ 12.7 PPG

HL-CTJ

■ 5.4RPG

CHARLOTTE
SlZEMORE

ItfH
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BRAD MORRIS

■ First team
all OVC

Men's golf
■ 69.5 stroke
average in fall
■ 73.4 average in spring

■ ■*.■ "■

to win Greg
Palmer Classic

Women's
basketball
■ 12.1 PPG
■ 4.9RPG
■ second
team all OVC

Baseball
■ 363 batting
average
■ 44 runs
scored

Sieve RichardsofVPiogiess

Yeremiah Bell and Jonelle Csora, high atop Commonwealth Hall were picked as Eastern's top male and female athletes.

Powerful Bell leads team in
tackles, interceptions
BY LEE CASWELL

Sportswriter
If s just another cold November
Saturday night. Huge lights light
up die field in Roy Kidd stadium.
Yeremiah Bell stands back in
his safety position, examining the
opposition's offense.
As Bell sweeps his head back
and forth the quarterback calls
"hike." Bell automatically knows
he is to cover the receiver going
over the middle.
The quarterback releases the
ball in a tight spiral towards the
receiver cutting across the middle
of the field. Just as the seemingly
perfectly thrown ball is about to
land in the receiver's hands, Bell
covers the distance between himself and the receiver and deflects
the pass.
It is a wonderful defensive play;
only a handful of college football
players could make it, but it is just
a routine deflection for Bell.
"Yeremiah Bell is a hard worker," coach Roy Kidd said. It's a
simple sentence but it seems to
describe Bell not only as a player
but as a person. Yeremiah Bell's
hard work has finally started to
pay off for him.
He has been selected as The
Eastern Progress Male Athlete of

the Year. Bell was also named the
OVC Defensive Player of the Year
this season. He is a three time AflAmerican and was a finalist for the
Buck Buchanan Award, which is
awarded to the Division I-AA top
defensive player.
"It feels good to know that people are watching me and seeing
the progress I'm making," Bell
said.
Despite all Bell's awards he
says that just being here is his
greatest personal accomplishment.
"When I came here, I didn't
know if my football career was
over or not, so just being able to
play, just getting the opportunity to
play is my greatest accomplishment," the hard-hitting safety said.
Bell was a monster on the field
last season. He racked up 86 tackles, six interceptions, three forced
fumbles, 15 deflections, and two
blocked punts. Not too bad for a
former walk-on from the small
town of Winchester.
Bell's accomplishments on the
field have not gone unnoticed. "I
think he can play at the next level,"
Kidd said.
Bell says that he would like to
have an NFL career but it is not a
priority right now.
"A couple of people have called
that just wanted some general
information, but I'm just trying to

JOSH
ANDERSON

■ 23 stolen
bases

Strikeout queen factor
in team's OVC title win

focus on next season," Bell said.
The 6*0,188 lb. free safety is a BY COREY HALL
junior and will return next season Sports editor
to lead the Colonels in a hopefully
successful season. "We're just
No, its not an Emmy or an
gonna be the best team we can Oscar, its not even an ESPY, but
be," Bell said.
Jonelle Csora has put on a star"I'm just gonna try to make the studded performance this seaplays I need to make. I would like son to be voted The Eastern
to repeat as OVC Defensive Player Progress Female Athlete of the
of the Year," Bell said of his indi- Year by coaches and members
vidual goals for next season.
of the sports media.
The team recently elected Bell
"I couldn't believe it when I
to return as team captain next sea- heard I had won," Csora said. "I
son.
know that softball isn't the most
"Yeremiah leads with his popular sport, but hopefully
actions, not with his words. Thaf s with us winning the OVC this
what the best players are able to year and with this award, people
do," Kidd said of Bell's leadership will begin to take notice."
qualities.
Csora, who is a pitcher for
Bell says the secret to his suc- the softball team (for those of
cess is to just try as hard as you you who have been living under
can. "I work hard, I practice every a rock), has compiled a 19-6
day," Bell said.
record, accounting for 63 perCoach Kidd tends to agree with cent of the team's 30 victories
Bell. "He practices hard and it car- this season.
ries over onto the field," Kidd said.
Having been named Ohio
"We are very fortunate to have Valley Conference pitcher of the
Yeremiah."
week five times this season, you
The football team finished fin- might think success has always
ished up its spring training last followed Csora, but that is not
Saturday when it held the annual the case.
maroon-white Spring game. They
"In high school I didn't get a
will begin practice again in July. In lot of recognition," Csora said.
the meantime Yeremiah Bell will "But here I am getting recogtake a well deserved break from all nized almost every day, it's all
his hard work.
just overwhelming to me."

fsnra'o
nath to
tn Eastern
Ra«t#»rn could
rnnlH
Csora's path
be called one of fate. At Perry
High School in Ohio, Caora
earned a trip to play with the
Ohio Dogs, a summer softball
team that competed in the ASA
Gold Nationals.
One of Csora's teammates on
that squad was an Eastern player who told coach Jane
Worthington that Csora was
worth a look.
"I had heard about her before
I went and when I saw her pitch
she really impressed me,"
Worthington said. "From the
day she stepped foot on this
campus, she has improved
every day."
To be a quality pitcher at the
college level, a pitcher needs a
least three good pitches. Csora
has mastered twice that many.
"She has six pitches that she
can control very well,"
Worthington said. "Hitters at
this level can catch up with the
speed, but she keeps them off
balance so much that they never
know what's coming."
Heading into Friday's opening round of the OVC tournament. Csora will be counted on
heavily if the team is to capitalize on an amazing season. But
she isn't feeling any added pressure.

^vi
"I ^Trn^rt
expect tn
to win every
time
out because that's what's
expected of me," Csora said. "I
don't really expect to feel any
added pressure, every time out
is just like another game to me."
Having pitched ten innings
Sunday to help clinch the OVC
regular season crown, Csora
struck out a school record 15
Tennessee State batters.
She has pitched in over 170
innings this season and expects
to pitch many more in the tournament.
"My arm is a little sore right
now but this week of rest should
really help it. I'm excited about
getting the tournament underway," Csora said. "We've come
so far. I don't want it to end."
Having won the OVC for the
second time in school history,
Worthington feels that this team
wouldn't have had the success
they have achieved without
Csora.
"Jonelle is a huge part of our
team. She does an outstanding
job both on and off the field,"
Worthington said.
"There's no doubt that we
wouldn't be near as good without her. Not only is she an outstanding player and student, but
she is also a great person."

Softball opens OVC play Friday
BY LEE CASWELL

Sportswriter

rogress

Bethany Harrington slides into home to tie Sunday's game against
Tennessee State at 2-2. The Colonels would go on to win the game 4-3.

The Eastern softball team is
set to host the entire OVC tournament this weekend. The
Colonels clinched the regular
season OVC title by defeating
Tennessee State in a doubleheader last weekend. Eastern
ended the regular season 30-11
with a conference record of 16-2.
"The pressure is kind of off
our back. We were playing not to
lose all year, and now it's like a
brand new season," coach Jane
Worthington said.
Eastern will start play at noon
Friday vs. either No. 5 seed
Southeast Missouri or the No. 4
seed, Austin Peay depending
upon which team wins the 10
a.m. matchup.
"We just have to take it one
game at a time." Worthington
said.
Eastern swept SEMO in its
three matches this year and won

weekend. If Eastern wins that Christiansen
and
Diana
series, it will head to nationals.
Ban-eras.
The matches with TSU were
"They're a better team than
When: noon Friday
crucial for the Colonels to their
record
reflects,"
Where: Hood Field
remain atop the OVC standings. Worthington said of TSU's 9-31
Jonelle Csora pitched the first record. "They also didn't have
game for Eastern. Pitching all 10 anything to lose, and we couldn't
innings of the game. She allowed afford to drop a game. They were
two out of three against Austin just eight hits while recording a playing a lot more loose than we
were."
Peay. Austin Peay was the last school record: 15 strikeouts.
"I didn't even know about the
team to beat Eastern in conferEastern won the second
ence play. The Govs beat record until someone told me. I . game, 2-1. Jessica Soto pitched
just wanted to get the outs so we for most of the game, but freshEastern 5-2 April 13.
"All the teams in the tourna- could win," Csora said. Csora man Beth Connor was put in the
ment are capable of beating us. improved her record on the sea- top of the fifth. Soto picked up
her 10th win of the season, and
We just have to play our game son to 19-6 in the win.
Eastern won the first game. 4- Connor recorded her first save.
and hit the ball." Worthington
3, after a grueling ten innings. In
Eastern only managed three
said.
Hopes are running high on the top of the tenth inning, TSU hits in the contest, but made
the team. "I'm really excited. We took the lead 3-2 and Eastern them count Diana Barreras went
2-3 at the plate, and Kelli
know we're the best team in had to answer.
The team did just that and Bromley recorded the third hit
there; we just have to prove it,"
"I don't think we hit poorly.
junior pitcher Jonelle Csora said. then some in the bottom of the
We made good contact, we just
If Eastern wins the OVC tour- inning.
Jennifer Norris won the game couldn't find the gaps,"
ney, it will host a best two-out-ofthree series with the winner of for Eastern by a single to right Worthington said of the lack of
•
the MEAC conference next center thal^scored both Jennifer hits.

OVC Tournament

'
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Baseball team
beginning to
pick up steam
BvCowtYrUu.
Sports editor
Having won four of its last five
games, the Eastern baseball team
is starting to pick up momentum
at a crucial point in the season.
After last weekends sweep of
Tennessee Martin, the team's
Ohio Valley Conference record
stands at <W> with six conference
games remaining. The Colonels
are in a third place tie with
Morebead State. Only the top six
teams from the nine team conference advance to the post season
tournament.
This past weekend we took
care of business," coach Elvis
Dominguez said. "We are taking
our destiny into our own hands.
We're not relying on other teams
forbdp."
The Colonels had a four game
winning streak snapped in a
resounding way Tuesday when
they traveled to Huntington, W.
Va., to take on the Marshall
Thundering Herd.
Colonel starter Brad Schmittou
got hammered early and often.
Not recording an out and allowing
four first inning runs on five hits.
Things wouldn't get any better for
the Colonels as Marshall went on
to put up 20 runs in the first seven
innings to send Eastern to its 28th
loss of the season 20-10.
"Schmittou had pitched a complete game in his last start and
then he just came out and didn't
have it," Dominguez said. "We
tried to mount a rally towards the
end but we were just to far
behind."
The Colonels put up 14 hits but
allowed 24. Neil Sellers went 4-5
from the plate including his fifth
home run of the season. Catcher
Phillip Robertson also chipped in
with two hits and two RBIs. r
In a must win conference
series against Tennessee Martin
over the weekend, the Colonels
swept a doubleheader on Sunday
14-1 and 9-7 after it was pushed

back a day due to rain on
Saturday.
"We came out and played
about as good of back-to-back
games as we have all year,"
Dominguez said. "Offensively and
defensively, I'd say this was our
best performances of the year."
In game one. Spencer Boley
turned in a complete game three
hit, nine-strikeout performance
for his first win of the season. He
allowed one run in the seventh on
a Bryant Jones RBI single. Boley
would get more than enough run
support as the Colonels scored in
every inning. Including a six spot
in die fourth and four in the sixth.
"Our pitchers have really
begun to pitch wett," Dominguez
said. "Boley and (Chip) Albright
have really given us a boost.
We've just started challenging hitters instead of finessing them.
That has made all the difference."
Adam Visnic went 3-3 at the
plate with three runs scored and
two knocked in. Catcher Chris
Clark had a huge game at the
plate, slugging two homers and
knocking in five.
In game two, the Colonel bats
hadn't cooled off. Aaron Williams
smacked a solo homer in the first
inning to get the parade started.
The Colonels added a pair in the
second to go up 3-0 but the lead
would be short lived. Martin
mounted a comeback and took a
7-6 advantage into the bottom of
the sixth.
With no one on and two outs.
Josh Anderson doubled and was
brought home by a Williams single to tie it at 7-7. Sellers was up
next and promptly slapped a dramatic two-run homer to give
Eastern a 9-7 advantage that Scott
Goetz would hold in the seventh.
"Sellers, Williams, Anderson
and Robertson have been very
consistent for us all year,"
Dominguez said. "We want to try
and get these guys as many atbats as possible."
Goetz got the win, pitching an

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED-GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Commission, R0TC /Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.
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BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 803-0966
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING
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Steve Richardson/Progress

Cotonat first b—man Will WMaenant takes a swing at a pitch Sunday at
Turkey Hughes Field vs. UT Martin. The Colonels swept both games.

: May 9 vs. Wright
State at 3 p.m. May 11 -12 vs.
Austin Peey at 1 p.m. and
May 15 vs. Western Kentucky
at 3 p.m.

WtMrt): Turkey Hughes
Field
inning and a third of no hit baseball. Anderson, Williams, Sellers
and Greg Estep each chipped in
two hits to lead the Colonel hitting attack.
Eastern got things started in
the right direction last week with
a win over Samford on
Wednesday to complete the
sweep of the mid-week series.
The Colonels topped the Bulldogs
7-2.

Josh Thomas continued the
current trend of great pitching
performances, hurling six
innings, only giving up one run on
five hits while striking out five to
earn his first win of the year.
The Colonels struck early once
again, mounting a 5-1 lead after
five innings. In the sixth, Williams
homered over the left centerfield
wall and Mike Schneider doubled
in Anderson to account for the
Colonels seventh run.
"We came out early and just
jumped on them," Dominguez
said. "Anderson got us started
and it just kept coming from
there."
Anderson recorded three hits
in the game, followed by Williams
and Sellers two apiece.
The improvements that I've
seen in the last couple weeks
have been amazing," Dominguez
said. "We are just finding ways to
win right now instead of finding
ways to lose, good execution
makes a baseball coach look pretty smart"

A Carey-Lane Salon
inside Powerhouse Gym

Nails
by Carey
Rosemary Marionncaux
Massage Professional
Walk-in Spate available
By appointment
Call

624-3601
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Suite 4 • 630 Big Hill Avenue

624-0198

It's never too
soon to show
your senior
how proud
you are!

NIGHTLY SPECIALS
ThuadMX
- 750 Miller Lite
Friday
- Home of the original
$7 All You Can Drink!
Saturday
- $1 Domestics
Come join us Thurs.
May 2nd for a

FOAM PARTY
626-0300

We cater to private parties.
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► OVC track tournament

*8 Hair cuts

Track teams running at SEMO
n
BY CAMONMA KWY

Assistant sports odttor

Eastern's men's and women's
track teams look forward to participating in the annual Ohio
Valley Conference Track and
Field Championships this weekend after preparing at the Penn
Relays and the Cardinal Open.
This year's OVC meet will be
held at Southeast Missouri State
University in Cape Girardeau,
Mo., on Friday and Saturday.
The Colonels have trained
and competed all season for the
tournament with recent meets
including the Penn Relays in
Philadelphia, Pa., and the
Cardinal Open hosted by the
University of Louisville last

The Lady Colonels 4x100
relay was eighth at the Penn
Relays with a time of 48.90,
while the 4x200 meter relay unit
was third with a time of 1:40.48.
Senior Kathy Dodsworth also
finished fourth for the Lady
Colonels in the discus with a
time of 147-8.
For the men's team, junior
distance runners Alan Horton
improved his 5,000-meter time
to a 14:42.54, while the Colonels
finished fifth in the 4x100 meter
relay with a time of 41.61 and
fourth in the 4x200 meter relay
with a time of 1:26.08.

TJ^\
m

Brad QougtvPrograas
Jon Walker kicks up sand after competing In the long jump on April 20.

At the Cardinal Open held at
Cardinal Park in Louisville, season's bests for the Lady
Colonels were turned in by the
following: Nicole Moore in the
100 meters with a time of 12.80;
Tiffaney Cartwright in the 800
meters with a time of 2:21.82;
Molly Dattilo in the 1500 meters
with a time of 4:47.74; Wendee

Embry in the 1500 meters with a
time of 4:53.79; Katrina Graves
in the 100 meter hurdles with a
time of 15.18 and Onyinyechi
Chuku in the 100 meter hurdles
with 15.23 and 400 meters hurdles with a time of 1:07.78.
Members of Eastern's men's
team also turned in season's
bests at the Cardinal Open

including Gary Garman in the
800 meters with a time of
1:58.28; Wes Alexander in the
110 hurdles with a time of 15.08
and in the 400 hurdles with a
time of 57.45; and Elijah Rader
in shot put (43-01/2) and discus
(136-10).
Although head coach Rick
Erdmann realizes the team
pulled some personal bests in
the Cardinal Open, he says it
wasn't anything outstanding.
The reason some of the individuals pulled some personal
bests is because we had individuals competing in different
events than what they normally
compete in — so (the personal
bests) were not anything outstanding," Erdmann said.
The Colonels competed in
different events at the Cardinal
Open in order to prepare for the
upcoming OVC tournament — a
tournament that Erdmann does
not have high expectations for.
"Well do as best as we can,
but we have squad limitations,"
Erdmann said. "The university
policy only allows us to have 20
members on the track team and
there are 16 events to compete
in, so we are limited in our
resources. Because of the limitations, we can only enter three
individuals in each event, and
this makes us less competitive."

V welcome all KKl' student*
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Morv - Fri. 8 am - 6 p.m Sat 8 am - 3 p.m.
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Big Hill Barber Shop
447 B^g Hill Ave.'across from Bank One)
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623-0020

Taylor's Sporting Goods
See us for
your
T-shirts
and lettering
TROPHIES
PLAQUES
CUSTOM
ENGRAVING
515 Leigh way Drive
College Park
Shopping Ctr
23 9517
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► Sports briefs

Welcome back EKU Students!

!
Compiled by Cassondra Kirby

Eric Sims signs deal
with Atlanta Falcons

squad for the men were seniors
Brad Morris and Sam Covitz and
sophomores Patrick Williams,
Eastern defensive back Eric Josh
Crutcher and Drew
Sims has signed a free agent Alexander,
while the Lady
contract with the Atlanta Falcons
team consisted of
of the National Football League. Colonels
Sims, a 5-11, 177-pound native of senior Kelli Wilson, sophomores
Ellisville, Miss., grabbed three Tamara Thompson and Jennifer
interceptions last season for the Sullivan and freshmen Brittany
Colonels and tied for the team Klein and Beth VanHoose.
After the second day of play.
leader in pass deflections with
Eastern
slipped from third to
15. He also was credited for 31
tackles and two assists in the fifth place with a score of 302.
Covitz led the Colonels through
2001 season.
the second round with a score of
73.
the second day of OVC
Golf teams play in play,In the
Lady Colonels slipped
OVC tournament
to fourth place from third the
Eastern's men's and women's day before with a score of 335.
golf teams headed to Paducah Thompson led the Colonels
early this week for the Ohio through the second day play
Valley
Conference
Golf with a score of 88.
Tournament that started Monday
The third day of OVC play
and ended Wednesday.
saw action too late to make this
Making up the Colonels' issue. To find out how the

Colonels fared in the rest of the
tourney
visit
www.ekusports.com

Csora named OVC
pitcher of the week

Eastern's softball junior pitcher Jonelle Csora had been
named the Ohio Valley
Conference Pitcher of the Week
for the fifth time this season.
Csora went 2-0 with a 0.88
ERA last week in Eastern's three
conference victories over
Morehead State and Tennessee
State en route to the OVC regular season championship title.
The Ohio native gave up two
runs on 12 hits while striking out
22 in 16 innings of work. Csora
also hurled two complete games,
walked just five batters and held
opponents to a .197 batting average.

Football adds game

Eastern University Director of
Athletics Chip Smith has
announced the addition of a
sixth home football game at Roy
Kidd Stadium, which completes
the 2002 schedule. Smith says
the Colonels will kick off the
home portion of the 2002 slate
with Slippery Rock University,
Sept. 7, at Roy Kidd Stadium.

Richmond
Mini-Storage

Boley named OVC
pitcher of the week

Senior righthander Spencer
Boley has been named OVC
pitcher of the week. Boley
tossed a complete game, seveninning game against Tennessee
Martin in game one of Sunday's
doubleheader.
Boley struck out nine in the
Colonels 14-1 victory. The team
nds at 14-28 on the season.

•
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Have you thought about the I if BStyIB in
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Secure, entire facility gated
Unite ee low as S30/month
24 hour access available
Staff living on site
Moving trucks available
New, clean, well kept facility
All major credit cards accepted

Conventional & Climate Controlled

California?

Units Available

859-623-6524

California offers mountains, oceans and
more of just about everything that makes
life fun. And that's just for starters.

If you decide to teach in California, prepare
to make decisions. Because you'll find
yourself wondering: "Should I go to the
beach today, or to the redwoods? To the
harvest festival, or the theater? Which hot new
restaurant? Which cool new neighborhood?"

Nightly Specials

No other state offers the chance to do so much. And so much of it is free. Head west
for a drive up the Pacific Coast Highway. Head north for a tour of Muir Woods. Drive
south for a warm weekend in Palm Springs. Or east for skiing in the mountains.
Sure you can teach anywhere. But wouldn't you rather teach in a state that can satisfy
your every whim?

Bring your teaching degree to California
We take our teachers very seriously. Our S53.3 billion education budget for 2001-02 is the
largest state education budget in our nation's history. Our starting salaries for teachers range
from $34,000 to $44,000. And the cost of living in many California cities is probably comparable
to where you live now.
We need you in California. It's easy to
get here. For more information, visit our
website at www.calteach.com or call

1-888-CalTeach (888-225-8322).

CalTeach
Lett Coast. Right Job*

Wed. - $3 All you can drink
draft (ladies in free)
■ Wei t-shirt contest
J (cash
Thurs"

Fri.

t$/mmhu**j&rink

Sat.
May 9th - Come Ride the BULL!
2 rides - $5

624-0249
We Cater to Private Parties
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Story by Jessic.i Griffin: Phofo by Steve Richardson

Do you have a

^jS^^ Gifts For
j^^r
The Graduate
|\
We have a large selection
Vflli

\rera Bradley
Harwys Seatbett Purses

Shop Early
Monogram
Jewelry
5 - 7 day delivery
MON-SAT
10 00 AM-7:00 PM
10:0

Digital Camera?

Get 15% off

We can make Prints
from: CD's, Zip disks
Memory sticks,
SmartMedia,
Compact Flash
& Floppy disks.
Sizes From Wallets

mERLE noRmnn
Carriage Gale Shopping Center

EKU Students & Faculty

Do you need great
Prints?
Bring them to

Silwr Jewelry
Crabtree & Evelyn

Cosmetic Studios

long time ago in a galaxy far
, tar away ... this simple
I has a singular meaning. "Star Wars" has become one
of the most recognizable movie
franchises in the world. The original trilogy captured the hearts
and minds of an entire generation
of people and set the stage for the
myriad of science fiction movies.
Three years ago, George Lucas
released the first of his "new trilogy.' The Phantom Menace."
Although "Episode P did garner a lot of public support, there
were many who felt that it was
lacking in a number of areas.
Viewers had a variety of complaints, from bad acting to annoying characters to a boring plot
It is into this unstable backrTKHO SUDfTWned
ground that the newest chapter in
the "Star Wars" saga is about to
Jed* apprentice Anakin Skywalker
be released. Many fans of the
(Hayden Christensen) plays the
series have found themselves
future Derth Vader in "Episode 2."
worrying that "Episode IT will be
as much of a disappointment as
The Phantom Menace."
These fears seemed to be conabout a love story because this is
firmed when die incredibly gener- not the case. Without giving too
ic title. "Attack of the Clones,"
much away, let me just say that a
was announced. And I
massive war (The
must admit that I also
Clone War) erupts over
feared another disappointthe course of this fibn.
ing showing. However,
Unlike the other
after reading the script and
films, where we have
checking numerous other
only been witnesses to
sources, I can safely reasa few isolated battles,
sure all the doubters out
"Attack of the Clones"
there. "Attack of the
features a full fledged
Clones" is looking to be
war on a scale which we
one of (if not the) best
have never seen before.
"Star Wars" movie ever.
Add the fact that die
Stephen
The movie picks up 10
Jedi are going to be
Tronconeis a prominently featured in
years after "Episode T left
off. In the absence. Queen contributing
these battles and you
Amidala (Natalie Portman) writer for The
have the potential for
has become a senator for
some truly stunning
Progress.
Naboo and Anakin
action sequences (plus
(Hayden Christensen) has
some action from a cercontinued his training
tain little green Jedi).
under Obi-Wan Kenobi (Ewan
Needless to say, this movie
McGregor).
seems to be shaping up very niceAfter an unsuccessful attempt
ly, not only will die plot be darker
on Amidala's life, Anakin is
than "Episode I", but the action
assigned to act as her bodyguard.
sequences seem to be much more
This poses quite a problem as
believable and awe inspiring. The
Anakin always has had strong
general consensus is that the secfeelings for Amidala yet, he is
ond movie of the original trilogy,
bound by the oath he took as a
The Empire Strikes Back," was
Jedi.
the best From what Pve read and
That is about as much as I can
seen "Attack of the Clones" seems
say without giving away too much to right on track to fit this pattern.
of the plot However do not get
I for one will be eagerly waiting
any idea that this movie is just
on line on opening day.

859-624-9825
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